Farm, Garden, and Household,
AGRICULTURAL CABINET.
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is an objc
worthy of praise, that there i> :i'
posit ion among the people to gather mementoes
lie past, and preserve relics of by-gone days.

s

make collections of minerals, and rocks,
>ins, and the paraphanaiia of war, shot and
iN from the historic buttle-lidds of the
country,
sword of the warrior, the musket oi tic- soldier,
old the war worn standards of
many hard won
Ids. This is right; this is
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ITEMS IN

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

ANGEL WATCHERS.

praisworthy
< peaking Hinges.
Doors hung on butt hinges
h"P'‘d that in the future thi< spirit will iu- flteii make an unpleasant noise by creaking. The
and not only \ent itself in the. channels best way to prevent it is to place a drop or two of
e lined,
but m all the various walks of lift
At kerosene, by means of a feather, on the top of the
bolt connecting the two parts, as well as at the sides
Washington, under the care of the Department of working
tiny door backward and forward at the
Agriculture, is a vast cabinet of Agriculture, ron- same time. The oil will run down and the diiliculI
mg o? the various products of the whole ty will cease.
\ e vnr, at ion
Those who occupy or work in
entry "l farming implements and much that is
loso rooms often suffer in health fur want of fresh
r.innately launiected with Agriculture and the air. Apartments not supplied with ventilators
! < hank- arts
Maine should emulate tills good should have the windows so constructed as to let 1
down one, two or three inches from the top. This
'• ‘'"i'lv
sh*- lii- a!ready
nice collectiou other will
Jet in a moderate and steady current, which
a i-Mi' minerals, rocks
■

and animal

made

to

and

now

re-

Agricultural treason house,
record from the early primitive

an

■’bah

iiitain t
the present.
V collection of the earliest
"•
'••incuts Uscii in cultivating the soil, tin* axe of
''’■* bnu-s, the
scythe, the hoc, the plow, in all its
m

1

*

clumsiness, the olden time wagon, and in
that could 'in r mud of those early days.
b. 'v:‘b tie- addition of later slvl*-s. as
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>dl
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ippeared, from tint. u> limc.down through
i*nsi decades, to thi* present lime. What con.sj then
wool-1 It
between th
plow of one
,!'
’dved
o
ae'.o ..nd one of tie
modern steel
->i'to-day. wlia* sngvcsiions an-l lessons of
n
rauidit tl
iii'iulring active mind while
re
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-of
ud

ufthc tunc- that were, ami

cabinet wouid be but
or., as oilier genera'if shall conic and go. the-- wail's of the
past
! -riiiing a coiiiies ! ion with the pre-cut. would be;
a Mitred as
sonicihing tliat had more tiian ordinal*}
11ms upon ih*- lie,r(s of the peop'c.
Our state
1
has no permanent location. !t travel- about
ic- a circus
company, -\hibiling lime ami tiier-* aihin.’
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indicate, or < on veil n-nce >uggcst<.
that were a convenient central location
wuh permanent fixture-, -ml; as tracks.

umslanco
tiw

t!«- sheds and pens, exhibiting
v oil Id 'n* far better than as it i-.

room-

It

,v

•i-t-,

.that
before

exhibition a great deal to prepm for it. M en*
expense of preparing for three or four year* in
icnt localities c.xpcntled upon the central
per-

h
"■
'■

one it would, make the fixtures
permanent.
should such a course he taken. hov\ easily p»
it* th**r* a nucleus. around whi* Ii would elu -ter
Slate Cabinet of agricultural products, and im-
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This would form an allraetive feature
Can* and not only attractive lull useful. Ii
well known that Hu- >tat** Agricultural >ociety
led
precarious ex idem and ii anil;. siirvix <■d 1; tin subsidy that it ..i\c> from th, State: at

minent'.

the

Mine
•
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it suspend'd from
wral years its athold fails. 1 do not wish to be uuder-

easting reproach,

»r throwing any
di>iho-t wh<> manage it. Su« a is not my
ltioiu. On
s want
mi*•«v
iin its travelling character, the people
mi s li«-k cciitidciice in
;i whim mitigating
as

du
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upon

and thilhei. M.d-c*
a
“local habitation'
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ii>;•*• I i:• titutioi>
I! as a name,and

is beyond a doubt.
Imagine
(.'entity
idling i.vtv If county, holding its P'air-

'access
m.is

■

Hid-'-do f

wmers darns. :i:ed you have some
the way the tlhog work-. Rut 1 have diss'..at sadly from my subject, and perhaps lire
»rdonc.! when we relic t that the two have some
dilate conn* .’Lion.
The State Soeieti* are dmim
noble work, or trying to do it under thin great

ot

a

will become well mixed with the other air before it
reaches tin1 floor, and be more pleasant than sweeping gusts near the feet through windows raised from
below.
Leveling ‘.'locks, (docks often rur. badly by
not being set level—ticking
unequally and stopping
onsily. They may In* wedged up so as to be perlectly lov'd, an I an accurate ear will know by the
ticking when this is e flee ted. But a more perfect
\va> is to tack a card or paper behind the pedulum
in the veiling, and place a bright hunt* ;it a distance exactly in front.
Then mark with a pencil
the shadow, of the rod, move it very slowly to one
side until ir ticks, and then make another mark.
Move it to the other side and mark it when it ticks
again. Measuring the distance of these three marks
Will enable the operator to level the clock to a hair’s
breadth.
TilEiLMOMKTKus, Every house should be supplied with several thermometers. Apples will keep
bolter in a cellar with a low temperature, which
nja\ be maintained if one or two thermometers are
to indicate the approach of’freezalways, at hand
ing. They an* always of use in dairy and other

c
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lie !|opi d that this State
the Hoard ol A al i'-ulturc.

to

duty

Could we have vision clear,
As one of old, touched by the Prophet's hand.
ilow closely would this world of ours appear
Linked to the Spirit Land.

We, mortals, see it not,
Yet sometimes on imagination’s wing,
We almost reach some fair, seraphic spot.
And hear its music ring.

M \Tv'iIK> should always he kept in a match safe.
11 is neither neat nor secure to leave them seattcri ii bureau* and *taml*. Every good tin
shop
Mippli'V the artich but if nothing better can be
had, empty mustard boxes with smooth tilting lids
will answer.
LyMi-EiGim.us. These may he easily made by
tearing waste papers into strips an inch wide, anil
rolling these strips neatly, by beginning at the upper corner and rolling nearly but not quite parallel
with the side of the strip. When completed, bend
!‘i and pinch the lower end, to prevent unrolling.
A little practice will give them :t
very neat appearance.
If desired, they may be made long enough
<
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iV\sici:is should novel’ have anv wet substance
placed in them, .sii- li us apple, parings, or anything
that will wet and decay tim splints and spoil their
appearance.
Wash-: T wink should he neatly wound into balls
and kvpt for future u-i and not thrown into draws
in a tangled ma-s.
'I’his will save time when one
D in a hurry, and impart habits of neatness.
I'vsn: r<ui Ui'\i»v I'sk. Mucilage made of
gum
1 rabie
i- good for
many purposes, but rather co-tA cheat* kind and better
adapted for pasting
unsized paper, is made oi gum tragacanth. A few
'■‘■nts worth may be procured at a
druggists, and
wdi iast years. Place a : ralum of the gum half an
nich thick in the bottom m the bottle and till it twothirds with rain water. In a few hours it will he
re:idy for use. and will last several weeks in hot
weather.
I Ai’.i.K.s without casters should
always be carefully lifted from one place to another. Nothing destroys u .table more
rapidly than shoving it on its
legs across a lioo •.
I *in i.
It.i- always convenient to have paint at
!i:,nd tor doing small jobs.
II kept in common
pain pots, it soon dries.
An empty fruit jar with
.* ch.»>e titling cork answers an
excellent purpose;
and it the handle «*t the. brush is short, so as to
go
iii-i'ie. it is always ready without washing.
Putty
always ready tor use may be kept in the ame wav.
! Maim I -wmer.
SHEEP

ESSENTIAL

TO

GOOD

FARMING.

'n< thing that struck me
very forcibly was that
a
! :arm.
lc-tiiied tiiat shis'p raising was absolute:
indispensihle to successful farming: that their
isi■ 11.;:m* was
necessary to preserve the fertility of

ty.

Through golden gates ajar.

At times, we hear some broken, thrilling strain.
That sweetly floats down to this world afar.
To soothe its grief and pain.

We seem at such a time
i Akin unto that brighter world that lies
| beyond the misty river's marge—that clime
I 'nsceu by mortal eyes.

|

Oh! when the lonely heart
i brows weary of earth’s hollow hopes and fear
When ail its clinging tics are lorn apart,
And graves grow thick with year-.

|

’Tis then the soul doth feel
A longing lor a heller world than this;
Ami shining messengers at times reveal
Its dream of lasting i iss.
We never arc alone—
E'en when bereft, we weep bes Lie our dead,
for there is round us many a watchful one.
With soil and loving tread.

THE
A

more

never

MATE OF

THE ARETHUSA

gallant ship than the Aretliusa

sailed

over

the waters of the

ocean.

Swift, steady and quick to obey her helm, she
was the pride of her sailors and the envy of

other seamen.
As she sailed out of her port
voyage to Hongkong, there was

her last
little knot
of people on her quarter-deck, who stood
looking back in silence to the slowly-fading
shores. One was an elderly man of mild and
benevolent lace. who seemed much more luted to be a city missionary than anything
else. He was the captain. Near him was
another of about the same age, short, thickset, with an irascible face and abrupt manner ; a young girl of extreme beauty leaned
upon his arm. Her name was Helen Travers,
and this was her lather, a rich China merchant, who was taking her from boardingschool to his own far-distant home. As lovely as the dawn, amiable and accomplished,
her charms would have made her a prize for
any man, but they were heightened by her
being the sole and declared heiress to the
vast wealth of Mr. Travers.
Such seemed
to be the impression of a man of important
air who stood at her elbow. This personage
gave himself out as the Hon. Eugene lJerest'ord, a traveller to China for the benefit of
his health, lie was the only one who spoke,
and liis conversation was addressed solely to
the lovely Helen Travers.
The last who composed the group was TalHe was a man of
bot, the mate of the ship.
small size, lint muscular frame. His face
was dark, and liis eyes intensely black and
piercing. His age did not seem to be over
twenty-one, and his energy and skill marked
him out as the real ruler of the vessel.
The shore faded out from view, and the
first day of the voyage was succeeded by
on

a
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and that witlioiit them the whole
Kingdom
in a few generations he reduced to barrenand
sp
It
is
in
this
view
that
1 regard sight nl St. Helena, whose stern cliffs tower
nitty.
commonw
j '!"•"! lai-ing in this country as mow important
to on high like the walls of a
dm ot p rodm t.. * industry in its
id
huge fortress;
past, and ’h" ultimate and
permanent.prosperity of the eoun- ami at length rounding the Cape of Good
!•'•*■! p ><■ wi'iiiii present, that future g.mrt- P
th.tr on ac- o int of their present protits. Whatinto the Indian Ocean.
'i!-r may happen, we cannot
m i'
see
and .apprcci'il" ihe labors of tho'f
permit this virgin Hope they passed
and tliose beau I Mill Melds of ours to be reduced
Long before this the character of all on
ivo ill before tliem.
\
I e name.-llie
rime
by
they pass into the hands board had been plainly exhibited.
"li” children and graiid-ehiidtvn.
Tiieir fertility 1
The lion. Eugene Beresford devoted himniu-t
preserved at all hazards, even at the ex- self
be.
*
unremittingly to the fair young heiress.
ot
i"
WIND-MILLS.
present j»roiit[Lieut, (lev, Stanton In lino
wii>ithpr l,n wn.s her run-t'int attend* Miii•
’■Vhue ni', in.; tie generous hospitality >1 Mr. |
ant, and sought in every possible way to ere
ate a favorable impression.
This he sought
-o
a' ion \\ a.- cid
N
CLOVER.
.;11r at
j,..;
to do by telling her of the marvellous exthis suhj, ct. Mr. \ i liols has upon lie roui
4 ‘"Vi''v ditl.-rentirely from the eer-nd
in ploit- ot which lie had been an actor, by laud
! ita * II. a win.1-mil! >! .put' large
proportion': a Ed- r*-spceL that it semis it- main roots plants
perpendicHe
;.A
■ar!\ dovvnvv trd-, when no obstacles -land m the and sea, in different parts of the world.
!i
mining owe int
building, supplied
:iVa
depth which th line librous roots of had been in the wilds of America, through
if.
th ie-.
a work, and ha ml pu!l- \
siipp|\ wiii a; to
and harl'-y fail to reach; the
principal roofs the pampas of South America, over the
>! ].o W
tie
!,c -evefai O'CS.
He«m»plo>s oi clove! branen oil'into
shoots, which steppes of Asia, and in almost every dime
creeping
do, a w:!!
l> saw w oe : n;d to; r'd*
n i i«»rih tresh loots downwards.
pur- *• :|in
Thus and zone lie had
performed deeds <d valor
*ver
like ill" pea plant, derives its principal food
and heroism.
Tales like these, narrated
pace Livers below the arable surface
,-oil; and the with
i !.c MeMiglii sfntrk u i lial lien i- an id-, worthy
the impressive air and deep voice of
ddlcronee between t lie two consists
mainly’ in this—
attention ot l arm aiii"!
Here thai the lover, from its
particular \
larger and more extensive Beresford, exalted him greatly in the mind
o"i-surtaee. eaii -till tind a
In up motive power, i,-I fn! tor \cry many pursullieioney of lboii in of the inexperienced young girl.
ii' !.ls where pea will no longer thrive; the natural
e s.
Tie- cost ot Mi Vidiol-’s mill and apparatus'
\"et Beresford had a rival. In liis haughty
m-i'queiice i-, that the subsoil is left proportionas
ai»ou* twenty-live dollar'
ITj*«»ij m.iny. >•
ally much poorer by ••lover than by the pen. Clover self-complacency, he at first ignored the
L '"i account of it- small size, can furnish from rivalry altogether, but at length he could not
i.
ilmo't at
farm-, this oiltlav would
paid
11' own uia-s, but few formative
The young mate in his own
elements for the help noticing it.
'i rv-ci
the tii't \ "ir hv such a milk The couyoung plant, and requires a rich arable surface for
was no less assiduous than himself in
a a, a
the t im< gained, all go >1- dev
way
tie- I alii;! Mivin
".opulent: but the plant takes comparatively his attentions,
lie it was whose hand was
show Us utility.
Tie h
winds of heaven. Nut little loud Irom the surface soil. When the
ever ready to assist her over the treacherous
rout- have pierced through this, the
:
upper parts are
sing from sea to laud, ln>m land ro sea. hither,
'"‘m
'ovficd with a corky coating, and only the decks; and, worse than all, he it was who
* !tiler, a\
<cc, vc;
ery where, can hr m oh to !o u
the* roots-libres ramifving through the sub-oil eonmonopolized the fair lady in stormy days,
oi I
r- 'idcied useful ;o th
dml*' ot lib
vev food to the
plant. [Liebig.
when the Hon. Eugene Beresford was forced
Mr
n am
low
od
from
Itt
ladling
:d
up
to lock himself up and groan in liis stateUNDERDRAINING
LAND —ITS EFFECT.
hills id-- has been am-ied and mad-- to turn the
room.
.* hect
for industry.
Ileal ami w.ate:
.mhin- d in
The young mate had a handsome face and
Experiments in underdraining land were made
diaiid la-i. year for the purpose of determiu- a musical voice.
the Jurm of steam, drives our steamer- a ro-s i]< n‘
He could tell Miss Travers
'■
the etlect on the
oe .in, .,m
ears o\er the land
and moves the uig«
temperature of the soil, com- all the secrets of the sea, of perils on the
■! with that iu the same
which
was
not
I
vicinity
Wind
and dangers on the rocky shore. 11c
omplieuti -ns of the fa* ho y's ma -liim-i s
o on< i.
1 he l'oiilt was that the
I
draining raised deep,
though Utilized in few parts <>i i In-i art h is almost ’■ '■ h'tupcraturc l.e degrees, equal to a removal of could sing of love, and roving adventure,
wholly an idle wanderer as > rt. It Mem* peculiarly *■1 laud from one hundred to one hundred and lifty and death, and victory. Sonars can often ex-outh.
i’his is mi important consideration
what the tongue would not dare to uttdo} ted t- 111** tarmer's need-; it imvild de )ii" leaded vv
ith compact, heavy -uil-, whose re ten- press
ter in words, and so it needed but little pen*s ol
'i.er.a! 'er.ant.
\.
water
renders
them
cold
and
:i•11•
eompara- etration for Miss Travers to see that Talbot
41
iiend with respect to vegetation.
}v involves
Draining
coii—idei’able expense, blit it- inereas- was overcome by a passionate love for her
ECONOMY FOR FARMERS.
productivvne.s-soun repay s this, beside-; assur- that bordered on idolatry. In spite of their
iig iii rea-ed inolils for the future.
difference in rank, she was not shocked at
S >vv man
an attain riches in eitli'
and or
the discovery. The young mate had intelli.oiicv without tlic necessary impb inent- to work
HOW TO
CATTLE.
uh
A frugal with i- the liist and indispensible
gence beyond liis station, and gentle manun;
and after that an adaptation in all His prepari have fattened manv e;,iile oil
potatoes, mid al- ners that would have graced the highest in
t -uis ;
ms means, and the object to he accomw ,t\- I*cd tin in whole, and
occasionally one gets the land. She was flattered by her conquest,
i"!o d. 1 ih.-n put the animal in a vard, where
plished.
and gratified by the devotion of so pure and
is un excellent max ini. in .iLMiculturai as wi ll there an- bars, which ! let
down, so tiiat she «-ai.
n* <»th«
pursuits, to aim high. It' the object pur- 111nip over, but a.- high as she vvil.
simple a nature as his.
J
then
jump,
i- but lit.tl* above your own level,
lae- her about two rods from the bars, with hci
Such was the state of affairs before the
you gain
ut little credit foi tic- ex< rtion required to reach head toward them, and vvi*1 a
good whip, well an voyage was half over, and as they entered
plied, I run her over t*< bars on the jump, and the Indian Ocean, Talbot was manifestly
b oi ,n< tanner who gets hi- living from land and v> hen -In- touches the
gro md on the opposite' side,
liis heart with mad ambitious hopes,
ys hi- rent or increase- hi- income, there 1- no ih" potato will lly out of her mouth.
I have in- lending
word in the whole dictionary of such mighty I >rni"d m.y neighbors ot this remedy,
and Beresford was fast giving way to unof
many
! o’er and meaning as economy.
wh,,m have tried it, and in no case have I known a <rovernable jealousy.
I take it for granted that the man who takes a t dlun1
i Aaron Lee, in Rural American.
At lirst, Beresford tried to cut oil lus rival
..tie v\hom helms vowed 10 protect and cherish,
by
mentioning the subject to Mr. Travers.
tats long ago made up his mind and established inLIBERALITY R\| FARMING.
The old gentleman was so fearfully indignant
habit* in relation to industry and temperance, two
«
-t iitiul
In iliis art, and almost in tin* art iilono. **i( is —not at the mate, but at his informant—that
virtues; lie may think, too. that lie has
un hi.> with respect t«• economy; but ibis a lesson
tin* liberal hand which niaketh rich.”
the latter did not allude to the subject again.
nut
learned in -a day, especially b\ those who
Liberality in providing utensils is flu* saving both
“Zounds, sir!” cried lie; “because a bold
nave been accustomed to the fulnes.s of a parent’s
ol linn* and labor.
The mole perfect Itis instrusailor is polite to a pretty girl, do you pren
whose cir<*umtsane.es enable him, after years ments, the more profitable an*
they.
u toil, to sit down and enjoy the fruits of life.
tend to think that he dares to hope to marry
So also is ii with his
working cattle and hi- stock.
It a young beginner will start where bis father The most
I wish my daughter to receive attenperiod in their kinds, art* ever the mo.*t her!
•■u ott
he must remember that his father’* purse is profitable.
tion, sir; and allow me to say, sir, that you
a
cssai _*, and without it. he only marks out for
In cultivating the earth, the condition of man's
show very little courtesy to interfere in this
oimself a hard row to hoe, which it is ten to one if success in hi* industry
I lion. .Josiah
upon it.
ever Bees the end of.
way. Mr. Talbot knows his duty to his pas(Quincy.
A judicious choice of tools and stock and the exsengers, and his place on board this vessel.”
!.M*e of asound discretion in determining upon the
Mr. Beresford being thus balked, resolved
A HINT IN BREEDING.
lops best adapted to markets near him, will give
a systematic
lie
on another course,
full piay for his ingenuity and shrewdness, and I
Mr. I *>rr, th** well known breeder of
Short Horn persecution of the mate, and carried it out to
.ill venture that there need in* no complaint that cattle
and Leicester sheep, in the course ot some
a
ic tanner’s calling then- i> no room for the exdegree that was maddening. The mate
remarks at his Jetting ol the ialter,
mind,
i-.* and development of tic
touching on endured it all patiently, contenting himself
in general,
breeding
said
1’he
Jo
establish
way
h*;
tav*1 a!-o frequently noticed, when oeea-ions
i
uniformity ol lamily likeness is to begin bv putting with reminding him that, as it was an officer’s
aave caileii it forth, tli:*t great, reliance may lie
I lie best male to the best female, and to
for passenput the* best duty to make the ship pleasant
sound
of
inluitivi
in
the
,<lu.•**<!
judgment
iielp- | to the be*t
secondly, "not t*> pm opposite charac- gers, he was unable to resent his conduct.
ate-, whose very life is wrapt up in a husband’s
b;r* tog*ther. or the trails of both will be lost; hut Emboldened by this forbearance, which he
*
oaperity.
ii *•«».'■ tf Mi eliaraeterist.:«• is required to be
t may be charged with being somewhat of a
impart*1 to the issue ol present stock animals, this must mistook for cowardice, Beresford grew worse
* >akei
but these reflections have grown util ol the
bounds to
be
don**
bv
or
that
discreet
hy degrees,
selection and worse, and at length set no
t that I too
frequently see young men start in j which will yield a little more, wool, or size and his insults.
u too much as If their fortunes were made, rather j
Impertinences of every kind,
substance, tin* first year, and a little more and more coarse
than as if they were vet to make.
jests at his expense, sneers, ridicule,
die
coud and third generation.*, ami so on.”
loo much of our
and taunts of tho most cruel and cutting naeconomy uow-a-da)- is like
keeping the linger on the spile, but leaving Ur
ture, not only in public but in private, were
To n i:i: Sur.rr
kom Jimpim,.
V eorre*•ingbole open. [Germantown Telegraph.
pondeiu of th*1 Ohio Farmer gives the following showered upon the head of Mr. Talbot. The
curious account of the method adopted by him to latter, in spite of his patience, showed how
but his regard for the
prevent sheep from jumping the fences of his past- deeply he was
ANIMALS—RATIO OF 1-ATTENiNG.
ure: "I want to tell you about my jumping
sheep, rules of the ship and the comfort of the pasFattening oxen fed upon food composed of a and how I broke them. I got them in a pen sutlihim from any exhibimoderate proportion .*( oil-meal or corn, .-.one hav eientlv large to hold them.
I then caught the sengers effectually kept
•n
hopped straw and rooty if well managed will ring-leaders, one at a time, ami made a small hole1 tion of anger.
o
the average, consume from twelve u? thirteen in each ear. I then took a cord or string, and run
Miss Travers looked with surprise at such
! '»*nds of dry substance per one hundred pounds through tin* holes in the ears together close enough
.She despised Beresford for
scenes as these.
live weight, per week ami should give one
pound to keep them from working their ears; 1 then let his treatment of the unoffending man, but
increase in live weight for every twelve or thir- them out. and they are as quiet as any sheep.”
she despised no less what seemed to be the
’< ‘-n
pounds of dry substance so consumed. Sheep
of Talbot. She herself would
will eat about fifteen pounds per week of dry subApple Turks. A few years since we used to craven spirit
stance of the mixed food having a large proportion cultivate
amongst our trees, but took a lesson from have turned in fury to resist one tithe of the
of grain, however, per one hundred pounds live nature. Now we, know that forest trees
drop their wrongs which lie endured so meekly. Nor
weight. Figs fed chiefly on grain will consume* leaves, which serve both to protect the roots and did she understand how
any one who called
from twenty-six to thirty pounds per one hundred loosen the soil. 'Phis we imitate by
mulching with
weight, per week, and should yield one part of in- draw and meadow hay, which we liml preferable himself a man could bear such treatment.
reuse for every the purN nf\lr\ food e.oRiimed.
to cultivating the soil, as it i less work and better Her delicacy prevented her from making any
< ountrv < lentlcuriii
•■cures 111**
allusion to the subject yet -die showed less
object ill \ iew.
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in receiving tlio polite attentions of
Talbot. Sin; even evinced greater pleasure
for Beresford’s society, in the secret hope
that this might spur the other’s manhood.
In vain, however. Talbot grew sad, and
The
respectfully withdrew his attentions.
change brought melancholy toiler also, for
she had learned to take pleasure in the society ot the mate, and felt its absence to be a
loss.
Once, at the table, lleresford addressed a
remark to Talbot ot more than usual severi-

cordiality

Earth hath hor mysteries,
Pound which eternal shadows ever blend;
And life is mantled in a darksome guise,
Mortals can never rend.

apartments.
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Miss Travers rose.
“If Mr. Talbot
‘•For shame'” said she.
has not the spirit to resent this. I will not
These scenes
countenance it by my presence
are painful to me, and I will witness them
no more.”
She turned to go.
His face was
Talbot sprang to his teet.
pale, and his eyes blazed with excitement.
“1 am no coward; I entreat you to stay
i am bound by a solemn
Miss Travers.
promise not to raise my hand against any
But if you give the word
one on shipboard.
1 will break all vows, and this very moment
I will hurl this puppy overboard.”
“Bravo!” cried Mr. Travers, who had
lieon bursting with rage and contempt tor
Talbot’s pusillanimity.
“Bravo! I say, Nell,
give the fellow the word, and let him pay off
old scores."
“No, no, gentlemen, no violence!" said
Miss Trav ers, resuming her scat. “But I
iiope, at least, that you will see the propriety ot transferring these scenes elsewhere.”
“Throw me overboard! ha, ha!” cried
Beresford. “It's fortunate for me that you
made that promise. Pray, to whom did you
make it ?”
“To my dying mother,” said Talbot, with

And

NUMBER 21.

in a short lime the Malay proa had
Her deck was crowded.
up close.
About a hundred and fifty villainous looking
scoundrels were gathered there. A hoarse
voice, in broken English, summoned them to
surrender.
"Fire!” cried the mate in a voice of thunder.
Two explosions followed. A wild shriek
arose among the Malays.
The cannon, loaded with grape, had made fearful havoc
among the Malay crowd. Then followed a
discharge of the smaller arms. Soon after
tlic cannon, which had been loaded again,
were once more tired with the same effect.
A panic seized the Malays. They stopped
rowing. The proa swung a little to one side,
and presented her entire length to the crew
of the Arethusa.
In the midst of their panic they were not
idle. They fired into the Arethusa, but their
firing was wild, and but few shots took effect. At last the proa, as it swung around,
struck against, the Arethusa.
Talbot was
now

come

prepared.

down.

Grappling-irons

were

flung

With a shout to his men, he leaped
on board, and the gallant fellows swarmed
after him.
The odds were against them; but it is
always so when the Saxon fights with the
Asiatic. What matters it ? Race tells; and
these were not the men to falter before a
crowd of Malays.
With Talbot at their head, they filing
themselves into the dense crowd.
Well
armed with pistols and cutlasses, they first
discharged the former and then went to
work hewing their way forward.
A compact body of men, with a hold,
skillful leader, they inspired terror by the
suddenness of their attack. Having at the
outset gained a headway, they could not be
deep solemnity.
“Tour mother!” sneered Beresford. “Poor, checked. The impetus with which they bodear woman! Was she in the washing line gan bore them on. The Malays fell hack.
of business ?”
The panic which the first cannon shot had
“Come outside!” cried Talbot, in stern, dung into the crew of pirates had not subsidcommanding tones. “Come—at once.” And ett. i acre was a uerce resistance on tne part
of some, but wild confusion among the most.
Beresford obeyed mechanically.
“Now, sir,” said Talbot, when they had Many leaped into the sea, and swam about
reached the deck, ‘‘this must be stopped. aimlessly.
One huge Malay tried in vain to rally his
The moment we reach port you and I will
wash out our account in blood ! Meanwhile, followers.
Several fought around him.
if you utter another word of this kind I will Brandishing an enormous axe, he struck
put you in irons, and take the consequences. right and left, his lace like the face of a
Bcmember, 1 am master here, and you are in fiend, and his eyes blazing with savage rage.
Through the midst of a struggling crowd
my power.”
Beresford turned without a word and re- Talbot loreed liis way toward this man.
lie related there what The Malay waited his approach, and then
entered the cabin,
with a yell swung his axe forward. Talbot
had occurred.
“lie’ll do it,” said the captain. “lie’s a dexterously evaded the descending weapon,
wonderfully determined man, is Talbot. and before the Malay could raise it, grasped
it in bis left, while with his right hand he
Don’t vex him, sir—”
“You’d better stop, Beresford, or you'll struck the pirate a tremenduous blow beget into trouble,” said Travers coolly. “If tween the eyes with the butt of a pistol.
you make the man desperate he’ll have you The Malay fell down to the deck stunned.
"On! my lads!” cried Talbot. "Sweep
in irons in a jiffy, and run the risk.”
The result was that Beresford thought it the devils into the sea !”
With a restless rush the men Hung thembest to stop the most violent part of his persecution, and coniine himself solely to hints. selves forward. The few Malays who were
But Mr 'Talbot kept out of the way as much resisting fell back disheartened.
Some
threw themselves at the feet of the sailors
as possible, and sat at the table no more.
“He’s a rank coward,” said Mr. Travers, and begged for life; others, in despair, leaped into Lhe sea, choosing rather to drown
“that’s clear—an infernal coward.”
But Helen Travers thought differently. In than he captured.
In about an hour from the beginning of
his eyes that were so quick to blaze forth at
every insult, she saw other signs than fear; the fight the proa lay silent by the side of the
and in his strong command over his feelings Arethusa, with thirty Malays as captives,
that restrained them so effectually she saw and among them their chief, the terrible piLite proof of a mighty soul. Now her thoughts rate Tomawa.
Talbot had captured this
turned to him constantly; and while she no with his own hand.
The captain had fought well in tiiat fierce
longer saw hi m near her, she remembered all
his acts and words of devotion.
Was it pos- contest, and had a wound on his hand from a
sible that such a frank, and joyous, anil brave Malay creese to show. Travers had fought
spirit as lie once showed himself to be could by his side, and had a cut on his left cheek,
be the base thing which Beresford asserted ? of which he was inexpressibly proud. Six
If there were coward- of the seamen had been killed, ten wounded ;
A thousand times no.
ice it belonged to the other, who was so but they had gained the victory, and capturready to persecute the man who would not ed the greatest pirate of the eastern seas.
resist.
Where was Beresford ?
Thus the days and weeks passed on. Miss
Where ?
Travers kept more to herself, and passed the
That was the question. The captain and
time in reading and in thought. From her Travers looked gloomily at one another.
favorite station on the quarter-deck she could The seamen spoke darkly of pitching him
see Talbot among the men, who obeyed iiis overboard.
Talbot said not a word.
The
slightest nod, and sprang to their duties at noise of the fight had now died out. They
every sound of his clear yoico. The captain were talking together on the quarter-deck.
seemed to lie tit for nothing but sitting amia- Suddenly Miss Travers came rushing up,
bly at the head of the cabin table. Talbot her face pale, her breathing quick and hurwas everything—the life and soul of the ship,
ried. She Hung herself into her father’s arms
lie would have been captain himself, it was and overwhelmed him with caresses. Then
said, had not his superior officer been a rela- she looked around, and saw from the bloody
tive of the owner of the Arethusa.
decks of the proa, and the wounded and
At last a day occurred which proved to be dead, how fierce had been the conflict.
a memorable and eventful one in the lives of
But the pallor of her face was suddenly
all the passengers.
overspread with a flush, and her eyes kindled
They were approaching the Straits of with fire.
"That wretch!” she cried; “that base
Suuda, a place which at that time was dreaded by all navigators in these seas a.^ the coward! to skulk away and leave you to fight
favorite lurking place of a great Malay pi- for hint!”
“Where is he?” asked Travers.
rate, Tomawa.
Some hints to this effect were, dropped
"In his room.”
"In his room?”
among the passengers, with the request that
•Yes. T told him to go up and light, but
they should not on any account say anything
to Miss Travers about it, since it would lie swore lie would stay with me to defend
alarm her.
me.
T told him to defend me by
going up
To the surprise of all, Beresford mention- on deck and lighting He said ho would oned this very tiling to Miss Travers the next ly lay down his life at my leet. I called him
time they met. His only motive seemed to a coward, and reproaching him for letting
lie a desire to glorify himself, since lie made my aged father fight. At this time the noise
use ot the fact of the danger before them to of the fight arose ; he turned
pale, and, mutto promise what he personally would do tering a few words, went into his room.”
when the dreaded pirate made his appearThere was a long silence.
ance.
"He's the most infernal coward that ever
That very day the ship was becalmed, and lived !” tied Travers at last. “So infernal a
Miss Travers, on coming out to the quarter- coward that he isn’t worth pitching overdeck about mid-day, noticed the captain and board !”
mate anxiously looking out over the sea
Talbot said nothing. His face preserved
There was a strange sail there. It was i. its usual equanimity. Ho was one of so lofty
a soul
that, since this man had proved so
Malay proa!
“W hat a singular ship!” said she to Tal- base, he sank beneath his resentment. His
“Is it a Chinese junk?”
bot.
eyes met those of Helen Travers. The glance
“No,” said Talbot. "It is a Malay
which they exchange spoke volumes. Ho
Is it the pirate?” said she, turned away and went oli'to his men.
“A Malay!
turning pale.
“There goes the man who has saved us
“L hope not,” said Talbot, earnestly.
all!” cried Travers.
"The noblest fellow
For my part,” said Beresford, in an ar- that ever
stepped!”
“1
since
it
it
will
be,
dent tone,
may
hope
Helen's eyes glistened.
As they stood
give me a chance to show what I can do for there Beresford suddenly came up. He lookYou.”
ed all around with a startled face.
’’hen,
Talbot turned away abruptly, and again trying to affect an easy and
manner,
jaunty
examined the vessel through his spy-glass. he advanced towards Air. Travers and HelHe whispered a lew hurried words to the en.
captain; the latter nodded, and he hurried
“Why, there’s been rjuite a light alter all,”
forward.
said he.
“These cowards of Malays! I’m
The Arothusa had a crew ol about forty infernally sorry I wasn’t able to have a
shy
She
small
had
two
also
a
men, and
guns.
at them; but the fact is, just as I went into
men
in
the
for
of
ease
attack.
supply of arms
my room to get my pistols—revolvers, by the
Miss Travers saw preparations going on for- way, lirst-rate
ones—-just as I went in I—by
ward which seemed to promise a tight. The Jove!—I was seized
by the epileptic attack,
She shuddered at the to which all the Beresfords are
idea terrified her.
subject and—
thought of strife and blood.
“Captain,” said Travers, interrupting him,
The Malay proa was moving steadily “what do sailors
generally do with skulkers
toward them, forced on by long sweeps and sneaks?”
The
were
men
ol
which the crew
working.
“Well, they generally duck’em, keel-hau!’the Arcthusa saw all this, and at the com- em, or something of that sort,” said the
capmand of Talbot they prepared the two guns, tain, in a loud voice.
loaded their muskets and pistols, and strapAll the sailors were glaring wrathfully at
ped on their swords. About as grim a front Beresford. They had overheard the captain’s
as may well be conceived was presented by words.
those lorty stalwart seamen as they awaited
“Keel haul him ! ay, ay—that’s it! KeelThe preparations were at length haul the coward!” roared a score of
the pirates.
deep,
wrathful voices.
completed, and Talbot walked aft.
said
he
to
the
“We're about ready,’’
Talbot heard it and started. He saw the
captain.
sailors’ looks, and understood it alll in a mo“All right,” said the latter. "You’ll man- ment.
He rushed forward.
age them better than 1. I’ll take my sword
and follow after you as I can, my boy. I'm
“No, my lads!” he cried in a voice like
too old and too stupid to lead those brave the peal of
atrumpot; “none of that—none
fellows.”
of that! You’re brave fellows.
You’re done
if
take
me
as
a
"I’m after you
vol- what none of our ships have suceeded in doyou’ll
unteer,” said old Travers, who had buckled ing. You’ve caught Tomawa. Don’t dison a sword and held a pistol in each hand.
grace yourselves, my brave boys, by touchTalbot smiled.
ing even with the end of a rope a tiling like
Beresford stood aloof, pretending not to that.”
And he pointed, with unutterable
take any notice of this.
contempt, to Beresford. The wretch was as
“Had not Miss Travers better go below?” pale as death.
said Talbot to her father.
The sailors gave a cheer for Talbot, and
“Yes, certainly—certainly.
Helen, you turned contemptuously away.
Beresford
Don’t be frightened, dear.” skulked below, and
must go down.
left his room for
scarcely
Beresford assisted her down into the cabin. the remainder of the voyage. “He was sick,”
Talbot then busied himself among the men. he said.

ry as she passed, bv which second mate Carbonier (a native of Berlin, but of French
parentage, as indicated by the name), was
killed, and two sailors wounded. As quickly as possible the Bouvet was turned, ami
once more sent
against the Meteor, striking
her this time fairer and harder, and accompanying the blow with another volley of
musketry, which killed sailor Thomson, and
with shots from two of her twenty-four
pounders, both of which told, one cutting
the main or middle mast near the deck, and
the other
injuring the mizzenmast. A return
volley of musketry from the Meteor slightly
wounded one of the French sailors.
Captain
h ranquet and his men endeavored to
grapple
the Meteor, but in this
were
foiled
they
; so
the Bouvet again passed by the Meteor, and
moved of! to make another turn and home
attack. Disembarassed ol the grapples ot*
his enemy, Captain Knorr found it necessary
to cut his injured mizzenmast, upon which
the broken mainmast had caught, and throw
both overboard. This came near proving
fatal to the Meteor, for the masts, or their
spars, rigging, &c., became untangled into
the vessel’s propeller, fouled it, and rendered it useless. The Meteor’s condition was
then, indeed, a desperate one. Unable to
sail for the loss of her masts, or to steam for
the fouling of her propeller, she was truly
an inert mass, almost
helpless, while the
French steamer was as yet uninjured. All
probabilities of a victory, therefore, lay with
the latter vessel. A chance shot, however,
soon
changed the fortunes of the day, and
turned an almost assured Prussian defeat into a Prussian triumph.

At length they approached their destination. On the following day they would all
land. Travers, Helen end Talbot were on
the quarterdeck.
“My brave boy,” said Travers, “you have
saved our lives. How could you stand the
insolence of that creature':’ Why didn't you
pitch him overboard'”’
“I told you why.”
"I wish I could do something to show my
esteem for you,” said Travers, musingly.
“You can,” said Talbot.
“How ?”
“Give me something.”
“What?”
“This,” said Talbot, and he caught the
hand ot Helen in both of his. Helen’s head
dropped. She said nothing.
Travers looked thunderstruck. “The devil,” he cried, and stood silent and overwhelmed. “By Heaven 1” he continued, “my brave
lad, I’ll be hanged if I don’t do it. I couldn’t
do better.
Egad, site’s yours, for yon saved
her! Haven’t you got a hand to spare mo
my boy?” And he held out his hand. Talbot
seized it, and twined bis other arm around
THE FATAL SHOT.
Helen’s waist. Her head fell upon bis shouldA Saxon sergeant of marines on board the
er and rested there.
Meteor had the sixty-eight-pounder loaded
“But I’m not the mate of the Arcthusa,” once
more and tired under his
marksmanship
said Talbot with a smile. “I’m an impostor.
at the French vessel then about six hundred
You don’t know to whom you’re giving your
yards oil*, and preparing to turn ami again
daughter.”
run into the Meteor.
The shot told terribly
“By Jove lyes, Ido! I’m giving her to upon the Bouvet. Her steam dome
was
the bravest man that ever lived.”
struck and broken, and at once she became
“Hid you ever happen to hear of a fellow
in a dense volume of steam, which
called the lion. George Talbot, who spent a enveloped
was mistaken by distant
spectators for a cloud
fortune on the ring?”
ot smoke, and led to the
impression that she
Travers looked at him in bewilderment.
was on lire.
Three of her firemen were bad“I’m that person,” said Talbot. “I was a
ly scalded by the released steam, but only
spendthrift, and after my ruin returned to one of them is likely to die from the
injuries
see my dying mother.
She implored me to received.
had read of the
reform—exacted from me a solemn promise celebrated Captain Franquet
Kearsago and Alabama combat,
not to gamble or bet for a year, and under
and had adopted Admiral Winslow's plan
no provocation to strike a man for that time.
for strengthening the weak places In the
I gave it. I tried to reform. I went to sea.
side of a vessel, and had plated or clad the
As I was always a good yachtman, I had no
Bouvets weak places with her chains amt
in
ditliculty
becoming mate of the Arcthusa. anchors. The
simple plan, which proved so
1 his lellow who insulted me is some noeffective to the Kearsagc in her contest, howbody, or lie would have recognized me. I ever, proved the
real cause of the Bouvet's
could not knock him down on account of my
disaster and defeat.
The young Saxon's
promise to my mother. It’s up now. He’s (18-pound ball struck one of the chains, was
too much of a coward to light me, but 1 hope
deviated from its regular and almost harmto have the pleasure of kicking him out of the less
course, and forced downward towards
ship.”
anil unto the steam-dome, finally passing on
“Hon. George Talbot!” cried Travers.
through one of the sky-lights.
“By Heaven, sir, T don’t know but I'd rather
niE RETREAT.
have you as the mate of the Arethusa, and
The loss of the steam-dome was of course
plain Mr.”
“You can’t go back from your word, at followed by the immediate paralyzation of
any rate,” said Talbot: “and you may ‘mis- the machinery, yet the Bouvet had still tho
ter’ me to the end of my days.”
advantage over tho Meteor that could neither
“Whoever you are,” said Travers, wring- steam nor sail. Victory was, therefore yet
ing his hand, “you’re every inch a man, and within reach ol the French vessel, but Capthe bravest lad that ever stepped. So lake tain Ftanquet was not aware of his enemy’s
condition, and erroneously supposing him
her, my boy, and a father’s blessing.”
On landing Talbot did not have the pleas- able to travel, his machinery and propeller
ure of kicking Beresford.
The latter man- uninjured, he concluded that the loss of the
steam-dome placed victory beyond the Bouaged to skulk ashore unnoticed.
lie turned out to be a certain l’ctcrs, who vet’s powers, and so he turned his attention
had come out to he a clerk in a merchant’s to his next duty, of saving his vessel. He
office. Talbot did not think it worth while gave orders to raise the sails, and in less
than three minutes the Bouvet had all her
to hunt him out.
Talbot was married a few days after land- canvass out and was sailing fast from the
ing, took his bride and stopped for a lew Meteor, thus giving up tho field and victory
weeks at the Governor’s residence, and then to her after the light had lasted some fifty
went back home in the 1’yladcs, leaving the minutes 01 more.
Arethusa to sail home with a new mate.
'•
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Republican.
(hie of the pioneers in California emigradescriptions
tion, who went across the plains in '49, tells
naval combat oil Havana which was briefly
this story that began on the journey and 1ms
described by telegraph. It seems that the just ended in San Francisco:
While the
meeting of the vessels at Havana was acci- train on which the narrator, now in Nevada,
dental and the challenge came from the was a member, was encamped at a point
on tie1 Humboldt where the Lessen trail inFrenchman.
tersects the Carson track of travel, ho visited
THE C(IMUATAN I S.
the tent of a family consisting of an elderly
In size, tonnage, engine power, and num- couple and one child, a daughter of 14 or 15.
ber ot guns the Meteor and Bouvet wi re, as flic old lady was sitting on a pile of blankfar as f can learn, on an equality. The Bou- ets under the canvas,
encouraging a most devet was, however, the faster vessel and had, termined attack of the “sulks,” while the
besides eighteen m we men on board or masculine head of affairs had planted himeighty-two, officers and crew, to sixtv-four, self on the wooden tongue, and was sucking
officers and crew, Im then these two advan- his pipe as though lie expected to remain
tages were fully if not more than balanced there forever.
A single glance developed the
by the Meteor’s advantage of armament, her
dilliculty in
three guns consisting of two twenty-pound- that little train of one wagon and three perers and one sixty-eight-pounder, while the sons, and that it had attained a
point of quiet
three guns of the Bouvet were all twenty- desperation beyond the reach of peaceful
four-pounders, and the Meteor’s machinery adjustment. Three days before they had
was located mostly below the water lino,
pitched their tent at the forks of the road,
while that of the Bouvet was mostly above, and as they could not agree u|>oii the route
she having been built for a despatch boat by which to enter California ; there they had
more than for war purposes.
These relative remained. The lmsbaiul had expressed a
advantages and disadvantages were known preference for the Carson road, and the wife
to but few, but had the case been otherwise tor the Lessen, and neither would yield.
they would hardly have inllucneed the bet- The wife declared she would remain all winting, so much wore personal feelings enlist- ter ; the husband said lie would he pleased to
ed in the contest. At precisely the hour per- prolong the sojourn through the summer folmitted by the Spanish regulations—or, 1 r lowing.
On the morning of the fourth day the wife
51., of Wednesday— the Meteor 5veighed anchor and slowly proceeded out of the hay, broke a sullen silence of thirty-six hours by
her departure satisfying the largo crowd on proposing a division of the property, which
the wharves that the maritime duel would consisted of two yoke of oxen, one wagon,
really take place, about which there had been camp furniture, a small quantity of proviuntil then some few doubting Thomases. Ad- sions, and SI in silver. The proposal was
miral Malcampo had been among the first accepted, and forthwith the “plunder” was
informed of the agreed-upon naval combat, divided, leaving the wagon to tho old man,
and in order to prevent any of the lighting and the daughter to the mother. The latter
being done in Spanish waters, and to assist exchanged with a neighboring train the catthe wounded, should assistance become nec- tle belonging to her lor a ism}’ and packessary, followed the Meteor in the war saddle, and, piling her daughter and her
steamer Herman Cortes, taking tin ee extra portion of the dividend spoils upon the ani!;»i,nrc
of iiiciln'incs mal, she resolutely started across the desert
physicinns
on board.
Captain-Generai itodas, Intend- by tho Lessen trail, while tho old man siente Santos, City officials and civilians, and lently yoked his cattle and took the other
a few foreigners, also went with the Admiral route.
to protit by the opportunity of better witnessOf course both parties reached < alilorma
ing the combat afforded by the trip of the in safety. We say “of course,” for it is
Herman Cortes. The Delamater gunboat scarcely possible that any obstacle, death inCentinela accompanied the Cortes as a sort cluded, could have interfered with stubbornof consort, so that in ease fatal injuries ness to sublime. Arriving in Sacramento
should be received by the Bouvet and Mete- with her daughter, the old lady readily found
or atone and the same time, both could be employment—for women were less plentiful
assisted without delay.
than now—and subsequently opened a boardTIIF. EIGHT COMMENCES.
ing house, and in a few years amassed a
handsome fortune. Two years ago she went
the
Meteor
left
After
the bay of Havana
to San Francisco, and the daughter, whose
she steamed almost due north for a mile or
education had not been neglected, was marmore, when, perceiving the Bouvet some ten
ried to one of the most substantial citizens.
miles to the northeast, she changed her
And what has become of the old man
course and defiantly advanced upon her
op- The wife had not seen or heard of him since
The
Bouvet
at
once
as
ponent.
defiantly
on the Humboldt.
They had
came to her encounter, and at 2 :32 tired the they parted
lived hapily together for years, and she
first shot, the vessels being then about one
sometimes reproached herself for the wilfuland one-half miles apart, live miles from
ness that separated them after so long a pilshore, nearly, abreast of the hamlet of CojiHut he was not dead.
mar, and from nine to ten miles from the grimage together.
We cannot trace his course in California,
entrance of the port of Havana.
Immediate- however. All that we know of him is. that
ly before firing, however, the Bouvet had fortune had not smiled upon him, and that
hoisted llags on her three masts to signal she
for years he had toiled without hope. Finalwas about commencing to light, and the Meunable, longer to wield the pick
teor had quickly replied by also hoisting ly feeling
and shovel, he visited San Francisco, in the
on
her
in
token
she
masts,
Hags
accepted the
of obtaining employment better adaptcombat. When about one mile from the Me- hope
ed to his wasted strength.
teor the Bouvet fired another gun, and then
For three months he remained idle after
began manoeuvring for position, the Meteor arriving there, and then, for want of
imitating, keeping the inner circle of their tion, became the humble retailer ot occupapeanuts
revolutions, the French vessel, of course, and
oranges, with his entire traffic upon his
having to content herself with the outer cir- arm. This was six months
A few
ago.
cle. The Bouvet fired three more shots beweeks since, in passing the open the door of
fore the Meteor fired her first shot. Then
a cottage in the southern
part of the city, he
following some twelve shots from the Bou- observed a lady in the hall,
and stopped to
vet in about fifteen minutes, the Meteor reoffer his merchandise. As he stepped upon
sponding with only five shots, the two vessels the threshold the
lady approached, and the
manoeuvring nil the time. The sea was calm, old man raised his
eyes and dropped his
and the vessels rolled but little, yet marksbasket; and no wonder, either, for she was
manship, sighting, and shooting, were his
wife, his “old woman?" She recognized
wretched, neither vessel succeeding in hithim, and, throwing up her arms in amazeher
ting
opponent.
ment exclaimed:
CLOSE QUARTERS
“Great God! .John, is that you?” "All
Captain Franqut must have become lissat- that is left of me,” replied the old man.
isfied with this clear waste of powder and With extended arms they approached. Sudballs, for, after firing his seventh shot, the denly the old lady’s countenance changed,
Bouvet was turned by him towards the Me- and she stepped back. “John,” said she,
teor, and the two vessels rapidly approached with a look which might have been construed
each other, firing useless shots whilst ad- into earnesthess, “how did you find the Carvancing. The Bouvet lightly ran against the son road?” “Miserable, Sukey, miserable,”
j Meteor, pouring into her a volley of musket- replied the old man: "lull of sand and alkaDetailed

rom

Mass

From the New York Standard, Nov. in.
li.” “Then I was right, John,” she continuSWINDLING AS A FINE ART.
ed inquiringly “Yon were, Sukey.” “That’s
enough!" said she, throwing her arms around
The most extensive scheme ol' swindling
the old man’s neck; “that’s enough, John;”
in the records of the arrests of counterfeiters
old
and the
couple, strangely sundered, were was detected last
evening by Captain lledreunited.
den, in union with the ubiquitous Colonel
Whitley of the Secret Service.
EUROPEAN NEWS.
It was telegraphed to the Central office
from the Fifteenth Precinct last night that
MORE PAII.EtC TONE.
two men, Joseph Cecio and Janies Nelson,
London, Nov. 28. The Times this morning
business in No 088 Broadway, with
contains St. Petersburg dispatches of u more pa- doing
others in their employ, were arrested
cific tone, and make a partial return of commercial some
activity. No collision between Russia and Eng- for swindling Dexter Wall, of Rutherford
land is" now probable.
Park, New' Jersey, out of fifty dollars on preof selling him counterfeit money.
it lias been definitely settled that a meeting of tense
Foreign Ministers of the powers interested in the For many years the counterfeiters ot New
treaty of! Hot! shall take place in England in Janua- York have been in the habit of publishing adry.
vertisements in some of the leading New
Dispatches from Tours announce that a severe York papers. When this dispatch reached
and general engagement is in progress. French the Central office, Callary and Sehaday prov i( tories along the Loire are claimed, and it is receeded to No. 088 Broadway, the headquarported that the Germans have been routed and are ters of

retreating,

2s. The feeling in financial ciris much more healthy, and the fear of a
upture in the relations between Great Britain and
Russia on the question of the Black Sea Difficulty
is gradually abating among all classes of people.

London, Nov.

cles

to-day

THE EASTERN QUESTION.
Iaindon, Nov. 2S. The Times hopes that the
answer to Prince Gortschakoff, which goes forward to St. Petersburg to-day, will he firm but
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«“S. M. Pettknoili, & Co., 6 State St., Boston,
and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents
They occupied a large office in the rear of for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertisethe building, and seemed to carry on the bus- ments.
«“S. R. Niles, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St.,
iness of respectable brokers. In this swind- Boston, is authorized to receive
advertisements for this
paper.
ling den the following clerks and assistants
C. Evans, 100 Washington Street, is an authoriwere arrested: Patrick Dane, No. 137 El- ized agent ot this paper.
«-Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New York,
dridge street; Chas. A. McGill, Brooklyn; will
receive
for this paper, at the lowest
George Mitchell, No. 10 Ridge street; Sam- rates. Theiradvertisements
orders will always receive promt attenuel Florence, No. 227 Fifth street; Charles tion.
Dodd, 121, WashingtonStreet.Boston.is
Buff, No. 243, and Adolph Mast, No. 59 anft£~HoKACE
authorized Agent for the Journal.
Prince
and
Cecio
A HAND

OF SWINDLERS.

oueiliatory.
V protest from the Italian Government was sent
i,. St. Petersburg Saturday last,
the principals, Joseph
street,
t ido Russell dined yesterday with King William
He was well "received, and subse- and James Nelson, the former of Seventyat Versailles.
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date on
.ilout'v had an interview with Count Von Bis- fourth street, and the latter of Forty-second the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only
to
the
said
while
form
of receipt now used.
latter
that
For instance, 15 May 08,
marck. The
adhering
street.
They were conveyed to the Fifteenth means that
the subscription is paid to that date. When
i. nference. and having no concert with Russia, he
on
Station-house
and
locked
Precinct
a
new payment is made, the date will be
up
w
immediately
surprised at the action of Prince GortschakofL
changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in Bill is sent
Pr I..
however, declined to interfere in tile mat- complaint of Dexter Wall, who promises to with
Subscribers in arrears are requested
every
paper,
ti r.
appear against them at Jefferson Market to forward the sums due.
Police Court this morning. Officer Callary,
A RATTLE NEAR AMIENS.
«*In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to
I/iNDON, Nov. 28—3.30 P. M. The following under the directions of Captain lledden and which the paper is senc.ftfr
Col. Whitley, discovered in the office a large
important dispatch has just been received here:
Tours, Nov 28—Forenoon. A battle occurred number of
plain boxes, and boxes in wrapBUTLER AND
near
and
Salem,
between
Villers
Yesterday
THE_NEW PLATFORM.
sawdust and small pieces of
containing
pers,
lastwhich
of
the
Somme,
m
Department
Vmiens,
i
here
is
were
marked
C.
O'.
wood.
These
boxes
I).,
probably no better representative
id all day. The French maintained their position
the and addressed to different parts of the of the
up to biilf-past four in the afternoon, when
controlling idea of the republican party
town of Vilers was abandoned before the superior United States.
Their books were also taken
than Ben Butler. Rising to the surface, as
t,oves and artillery of the Prussians.
and contained a large number ot names to
I'he French were subsequently beaten at Boyes,
whom consignments had been made, and who did the party lie represents, with the turmoil
a
few miles from Villers, but at Dury they mainA large and upheaval of civil war, he sees the
had
made payments to the firm.
until
Threethousand
nightfall.
lined their position
probGermans were engaged in the conflict at the latter number of letters, in answer to their widely
ability ol sinking back to nothingness in the
place.
also
were
circulated advertisement,
captured. calm and sober days of
peace. While alarm
A PEACEFUL SOLUTION OF THE BLACK SEA
The mode of doing business adopted by the
QUESTION.
swindlers was by the advertising of a pervades the land, while treasure is running
Versailles, Nov. 27, via Berlin and London, means of making “§1,000 a day” by parties to waste, while men are dying of battle and
Nov. 2S. A settlement of the Black Sea question
“up to snuff.” The following is an example pestilence, and ruffian robbery can shelter
mav he hoped for on the basis of a conference and
of one of their advertisements:
itself under the title of military
the Withdrawal of the Russian note. After Connecessity,
stantinople and S’. Petersburg had been rejected as
$1000 A DAY
men like Butler thrive.
Peace and the ways
the seat of the proposed conference, London was
that
are
to
snuff
without
can be made by parties
up
oi peace are not for birds of prey like him.
agreed upon. Russia is entirely placable.
interfering with their other business.
A PRUSSIAN VICTORY.
W. M. I). Lee,
True to his instincts, and seeing that
Address,
days
OSS Broadway, N.Y.
London, Nov. 28. In rcconnoiteriug near Orof
peaceful prosperity in this country, mean
leans yesterday, the 10th Prussian corps encountAn advertisement of the same purport apered the 20th French corps of Gen. De Paladine’s
for him inaction and a show of public indifover other signatures in different paarmy, and an engagement occurred in which the peared
On receiving satisfactory answers to ference, Butler has recently made a speech,
French were driven from their strong position at pers.
Ladon, Mezieres, with serious loss. Subsequently the above, the swindlers entered into ar- in which lie lays down a
policy for the future
several French companies attacked the Prussians
rangements with their dupes on the “C. O. of the Republican party. It was delivered at
loth corps, hut were repulsed with a loss of 40. A L>
principle. Whenever money was remitFrench General was taken prisoner by the Prusled, one of the boxes filled with saw-dust was Boston on Wednesday evening last, and is
sians. The German loss was trifling.
promptly despatched to the hopeful con- copied very extensively by the radical press,
London, Nov. 2S—4 P. M. The Garibaidians
on
opening his prospective lie sets out with the declaration that the
while on a march from Pasque late Saturday after- signee, who,
noon, came upon the outposts of the Prussian rifles, prize, found the following:
mission of the republican party is ended—in
which they immediately attacked with great impetNew Yop.k,--Isto.
which we most heartily agree with him.
uously.
Dkak Sin : Do not get discouraged: this is only
The Prussians were ut first compelled to fall
That with the extinction of slavery the only
back, but reinforcements coining up the Garibaidi- a blind, and we always use this precaution for fear
of
detection—if the authorities should happen to distinctive principle ot the
ans were it turn repulsed with great disorder, the
republican party
-oldiers throwing away their arms and knapsacks get wind of our operations and possibly think to went out of
existence—and that there is to€. O. I), we
send
and seize the
watch

out,
money as you were taking it from the express ofA SECOND DEFEAT OF THE FRENCH.
fice. Now, to shield yon from any possible danger,
Gen. Werder, tire next, day (Sunday) took a cir- we have sent this empty box, which
you have a
uii around them, overtook the French rear guard.
perfect right to buy and curry home, lint we have
Another engagement then occurred, in which the money
securely packed in a different way, and
the French lost HoO in killed and wounded, and the as soon as we get the returns for this
package all
urussians only "«>. It is said that Menotti Garibalwe
guarantee to semi it forward free of charge,
right
li had SOOii men under his command in this en- and in
any event you have a perfect right to receive
gagement.
anything sent free, for there is no proof that von
ordered it. We always word on this plan, and it is
ANOTHER CAPTURE OF CANNON.
sure to protect us both, for you have a perfect right
By the capitulation of I.a Fae 70 cannon of all to
pay for an empty box and also a right to receive
sorts fell into the hands of the Prussians.
anything sent free under seal. Wc also do not in
London. Nov. 27. The Cabinet agreed to-day this ease sell the
money. We give the money free
that GortschakolTs last dispatch should not be and sell the
empty ltox, This is a great secret, and
considered as removing the question of Russia’s we trust,
you will mention it to no one as it gives
demand from the sphere of diplomacy.
absolute security to us both."
rite Vienna Cabinet is not unfavorable to a conference of the Powers in principle, hut presses the
On entering Col. 'Whitley’s quarters in
settlement of preliminary questions.
Bleeeker street, our reporter was confounded
from
that
the
Dispatches
Constantinople say
the busy appearance ot the place. The
Sultan anil Grand Vizier show no alarm at the by
situation, counting on a peaceful solution of the Colonel showed our representative piles of
boxes and parcels which had been brought
outroversv.
The British government lias bought all the gun- there during the evening and about
powder cotton in the market. Lead had advanced
FIVE TIIOI SANO I.EFTl its.
to £23 per ton.
r.ouuun,
me correspondent ox me worm
the correspondence of the enterprising peohad an interview to-day with the Turkish Ambaswho hail answered the doubtful adversador Modsourois Pascha. The Ambassador allud- ple
ed to the fact that Russia for many years, has paid tisement.
In concocting affairs with correspondents
court to the United States, and that’ therefore public opinion in America might be inclined to Russia. who seemed inclined to enter into the “queer”
Americahowever now sympathizes with the French
business, the firm held forth the most liberal
rcpublique, and as the" Russian case is identical offers and
encouragement. The following
with the case of Germany, Americans may have
occasion to transfer their sympathy to Turkey. is an example :
Turkey indeed permitted Admirai Farragut to enNew York, Nov. 17,1870.
ter the Kuxine, with an American frigate, but how
Dear Sir: Your favor received. If you really
could she deny this favor to such a distinguished
mean business you now hold the key to a fortune
personage, beside justifying her record for the Uni- in
your hands;’all you have to do is to unlock it.
ted States. Turkey will hail witli delight any maniWe want a competent agent in your place, one who
festations on tlie part of the United States, to take
will set at work in earnest and’ pass, at least, $?>00
more active interest in European concerns for the
per week. If you go in we will agree to appoint
transparent rectitude of her, [Turkeys] own inten- no other agent in
your place within five hundred
tions, can only render every additional arbiter of miles of
you. We will send you the money under
her unsought quart els a friend gained to her cause.
the following guarantees, and you will know it is
London, Nov. 2S. The Cabinet after an inharmo- to our interest to deal honorably with you, not
nious session to-day broke up again with a decision
only that you may buy more, hut so that you may
to meet on Wednesday.
find il to your interest not to blow on us, for we
Gortschakofl’s last bombshell has created a terri- stand high in business elsewhere. First, we guarble consternation and the Cabinet at least feels antee to send the full amount of our
money agreed
disinclined to answer it us speedily as Granville re- upon. Second, we guarantee that all the hills are
plied to the first.
printed from the original plates stolen from WashA rumor now prevails that Messrs. I.owe. Bright ington. Third, we guarantee the hills are
perfect
and Cardwell are likely to go out of the Cabinet. in every respect, dies, numbers, and
everything,
'They refuse to make war at any price, while Gran- and cannot be detected from genuine greenbacks
ville insists that Russia must he compelled to with- except by tiie paper.
Fourth, we guarantee the
draw her letter before even a Congress can ire as- paper is excellent, so that not one in
10,000 would
scnted io by England.
ever notice the difference. Fifth, we guarantee
It is said that the council to-morrow is to be pre- that
every bill looks like as if it had been carried in
sided over by the Queen, as a formal meeting for the
pocket for some time, and not one looks bran
business, and will have no.eonnectlon with Russian new. Sixth, we guarantee that if you do not get
affairs.
drunk and let anything out, no one will ever know
Prussia's reply is nervously and anxiously it, and thus you will have no trouble.
Seventh,
awaited.
we guarantee if you now go in with us and remain
The rumors of Russia’s willingness to submit to true,
you will never find cause to regret it. We
a
ongress are believed to be groundless.
will go into business with you on these guarantees,
London-. Nov. ffil. Prussia’s action, so much and you have only to give a solemn pledge never
suspected at first, promises to be the key to the to mention to any living person where you got the
situation. Scarcely any doubt is now felt at the money from.
On these conditions only will wo
Foreign Office that the Conference will assemble. furnish you as much as you may order on the
There is authority for saying that the English terms of inclosed circular.
Be sure and address us personally, thus,
Government considers Prussia’s intervention exG. Bert in'in, 088 Broadway, N. Y.
ceedingly useful. Prussia heard with regret and
surprise of the Russian circular, the issue of which
This scheme has been for a long while sucnow at least was a surprise, and she concurs in
the English views that if the powers enter in eon- cessful, but many developments ot the action
It of tire swindlers in their business have not
icrencc, ns action must ne wnony unlettered.
is settled that a Conference if held, will
meet at
yet been made. Col. Whitley, the ubiquiand
it
will
beheld.
No
doubt
is
Condon,
surely
was busy at work all last night in comfelt of Russia’s assent to the principle of a Confer- tious,
in their

flight.

any

ence.

The Tribune special correspondent at St. Petersburg, on Tuesday evening at G o’clock telegraphs
that Ttfrkey has not yet consented to a conference,
but probably will, since actuated by a desire for
peace, she objects not to the Russian’s demands,
and care not for the neutrality of the Black Sea. It
is rumored that the Sultan has sent her an autograph letter on the subject.

SOMETHING TO MAKE A

NOTE OF!

Two months ago the New York Tribune
hat! a long letter front Alabama. It was dated at Montgomery, September 4. It related
to the political situation ; and after stating that
things generally were lovely, that the party
were harmonized by the Republican State
ticket and platform (especially the ticket,
which contained the name of a negro for Secretary of State), the writer went on to show
that the Democrats were weak, alike in ticket and platform ; and then added the following noteworthy statement:
Our candidates for Congress are, or will be, men
of ability and character. No Whittemores or Butlers. We shall elect four and perhaps live. The
ad District is close, but we shall carry it. Now
this is our life and death struggle. If we lose now
we lose beyond recovery.
It we lose Alabama we
lose all the South, and the next President election
mid House of Representatives. But we shall not
lose the State.

That was square and to the point. It was
an open statement,
fearlessly made in the
confidence of success. We cut it out and
future
for
saved it
reference.
Well: Alabama is redeemed. The Democrats elect the Governor by 15,000 to 20,O00, and carry three at least of the six Congressmen !
What becomes of the Tribune's party ? of
Grant and the corruptionists?—in the face of
the above confession.
[Hartford Times.
The remains of Lady Fenwick, the first white
woman buried in Connecticut soil, two hundred
and twenty-two years ago, were disinterred recenteently at Saybrook, in that State, to make room for
railroad improvements.

may

day

issue on which the party is
He proposes to the republican party
that it supply this need by making itself the
champion of the claims which we have upon
no

living

united.

|

THE RAILROAD.
gcncc anil good sense ol' the people of this r"
country will permit themselves to be talked
Our railroad affairs remain without materiinto a war with England, or a state of things al
change from last week. The Maine Genwhich will render it imminent, especially ital has not
yet acted upon the aw ard of the
when no higher ground is taken in respect to Commissioners and the
demand of the Belits results. In a war involving national hon- fast
company that its road shall be run. The
or, and with the purpose of its vindication, matter will have to be
fought out before the
when all other means had failed, wc would
Courts, probably. The Central directors
compel England or any other country to have intimated that they will be
willing to
try the appeal to arms. But while a peace- narrow the gauge of our road, and run their
ful settlement is possible, and we can look trains over
it, at a fair compensation, until
to the developments of the future, which set- the
disputed points can lie settled by the
tle so many quarrels, he is an enemy to the
Courts, agreeing that such action shall not
country who strives to bring it to blows. prejudice the claims
upon one side or the
The people of this country are fresh from a other.
They arc willing, they say, to meet
war which clad the land in
mourning. They our directors and make fair arrangements for
look across the ocean on two nations
closing public accommodation and developing the
in frightful combat which drenches them in business of the
road. A committee, consistblood. And they will say to the man or the
ing of Messrs. Dickerson, Milliken, Simpson
party that proposes to invite such scenes ami Burrill, ol the Belfast
directors,have been
hither, that it has made a serious mistake in chosen to confer with them. H is more
than
estimating public opinion.
probable, we think, that the ears will he runAnd of all localities, we of the extended
ning regularly in a fortnight.
and defenceless New England coast, should
pause before we aid in such a contest. War
The serif's of inverted compliments exwith England means for us constant alarm
changed for some time past between the
and terror. It means captured and burned
Argus and the Press, of Portland, has led to
ships, imprisoned sailors and bankrupt own- a reciprocal “sueing at the law.” Mr. Gifford,
ers.
It means raids on the wealthy towns of of the
Press, first sued the Argus for $10,000,
the coast, and contributions levied at the
claiming that all the hundred eyes of th>
cannon’s mouth. It means poverty, destrucArgus couldn’t see such holes in his reputation and beggary for our whole people. It tion as it claimed to.
Thereupon our amiable
should be borne in mind that while we have friend
Gosse, of the Argus, “went him better’’
a respectable navy, our
improved war ships by $5000, and sued for $15,000. As we are
are lew.
England has live hundred ships, not favored with the daily Press, the
hearing
about fifty of them being armored, and 70,000 oi the cast'
lias been ex parte, so far as we
trained seamen.
Oneot tier Ingates, like the are
concerned—but we noticed that the Argus
Monarch, that visited Portland last winter, folks made it
very lively for their neighbors.
could sail into any harbor we have, and lav We shall look for
reports of the trials with
cities like New York and Boston in ashes. much interest.
While we have demagogues who can bluster
and talk war, like Butler, England lias men

The editor of the Belfast Journal had an inter-

prepare and keep prepared for any \ iew with one of the Maine Central directors a few
days since, and learned from him that they did not
emergency. If we go headlong and blind- consider the Belfast & Moosehead Lake
K. It,, up
folded into a conflict, we shall see hitter to the contract, and further that the lease was obtained
Journal.
by “jockeying;.” [Lewiston
cause to rue it.
Our Lewiston friend is in error. It was
who

can

The Belfast Journal takes exception to our re- the
Progressive Age that took so much pains
marks upon the propriety of Col. Wildes sitting m
to
obtain
and pit dish the Maine Central Dihis
own
judgment upon
work, and asks :
As a legal proposition, could the terms of the contract rector's
excuse lor the shabby treatshabby
be changed by any powers less than those that made and
We did not
rutillcd It? Could the Directors undo the work ot the ment our road is receiving.
stock-holders, and submit the questions to a different choose to lend our columns in aid of
those
arbitration, which would be tlie effect of leaving oil a
member ?
that are dark and tricks that arc

Although

tlie Journal states that tills question
answered in the negative by the best legal authoritr, we are not convinced that a reference submitted to the Board could not he legally decided bv
a majority of its members.
In case of'the death of
either, we presume the contract would not necessarily have failed, and we cannot conceive how the
action of a party who would lie considered legally
incompetent to decide in a ease involving his own
personal interests, could add to the binding force of
a judgment.
Tlie Associated Press dispatch to
which tlie Journal refers, was received late in tlie
evening, and the omission of which it complains
was a typographical oversight to which our attention was first called by its remarks. We cheerfully comply with its request for a correction, by stating that tlie dispatch should have read "it was the
opinion of eminent counsel that Col. Wildes could
not withdraw without effecting the
legality nl the
decision.”
We trust the Journal will as promptly recall its
charge of intentional misrepresentation, f Bangor
was

ures

rhe Peace Convention—Sunday Evening Lectures—A Costly Book—A New Literary Star
—Miss Annie Cary—A Course of Lectures
for the Massachusetts Convicts.
•

Boston, Nov. 26, 1870.
Peace—the

gentle and heaven-born maid—
been called upon, within the week, to
end the sanction of her name to a conven-

tas

ion held in Tremont Temple, the leading
of which was Mrs. Julia Ward Ilowe.

publish a
impregnable ease which the Directors ot
Belfast road presented to the Railroad

Commissioners, and

on

which they

won

a

verdict.

In order that the Peace Convention might be
peacefully carried on. tickets were distributed to the faithful few, who it was supposed

Europe,
ledpalh

to time delivered lee.
the convicts upon his travels in
and other subjects.
Lately Mr

offered him a course from the
rogu,
list ol the Bureau, and the offer was m
'opted. ,1. Adam Smith, a naval officer, on
ar

hoard the Kearsago, delivered the liist
eetlire, and was listened to with a great deal
d attention by the prisoners.
Anna Dickie
>on, Mrs. Livermore, Wendell
Phillips, and
ithor distinguished speakers art announced
>n

the

or

Pkkcik.

course.

GENERALITIES.
live thousand dollar Wilton carpet, made in
lias just been put down m the Senate
at Washington.
There is nothing like
protection to home industrv
A

appreciate the efforts of the evening Knglaud,
Accordingly when the audience had assem- 'number
would

bled it

was

bers and

found to be “select" both in numAt the appointed hour the

quality.

It appears at last that the Democrats have the

entire Congressional delegation in Kenturkv.
called to order by Mr. Sanborn,
meeting
Niue hundred tons of gas coal got on tire at Port
reporter of the Springfield Republican, in a land, and ttic\ were trying to
put it out at last a.
few remarks concluding with the nomination counts
was

of Mrs.

Howe

presiding officer, which
immediately ratified. Mrs.
Ilowe, who is characterized by an intimate
acquaintance, as having “more intellect and
nomination

as

was

The proprietor of a slO.IKK) house ill San Ftaueisco saturated a rat with kcrosem oil and set tinto it. The rat ran under the house, and now the
man has no $10,000 resilience.

Mr. Win. II. Wood, a prominent broker of Portless head than any woman in America,” then land. banged himself in bis barn on
Friday last.
proceeded to read her address, which was He was fit) years of age, and had twice before atnothing more nor less than an essay—search- tempted suicide In tits of insanity.

ing,

finished and

of Mrs. Howe is

scholarly. The eloquence
always polished, but rarely

glows with the warmth of real life. She is
frequently sarcastic, but seldom humorous.

The schooner John Somes of Mount Desert
made tin* run from the wharf in Boston to a wlntn
in Calais, in twenty-seven hours, the quickest lime
on record.

Tivo woman liavt been In-fore the Portland Police
The studied carefulness, and learned allusions Court for caressing each oilier with tlat irons.
A
i hitch judge, on conviction of a culprit lor
of the mass of her lectures and addresses arc
having lour wives decides; He bash punishment
above the conception ot the common mind, ; Plenty t Ill’s mil. one!"
and therefore fail to touch the popular heart
Weston lias iust failed in an attempt to walk 112
In this ease, after deprecating her unworthi- miles in 21 hours, around a course, in Nevv York
ness for the task, which she had undertaken,
The entire gain in population in the <tste ot
she continued with a definition of Peace as a Maine during the las! ten years is I Jo.
It is said that Prussia desires a nav al station in
“reconciliation of minds,and the compatibilithe West Indies, and wants to know what Uucle
ty of interests.” “To insure peace we must Sam thinks of it. she
will capture a Freneli island
have at once the foundation of freedom and
if there is no objection made,
the issue of progress.
Peace must have
A few evenings since, seven soldiers
ground to stand upon, and soon to aspire. to the Fifth Artillery left Portland in a belonging
row boat
lor
Fort Preble, and when near the break-wat-a
selfish instinct, and is
War springs from
the boat strip k on a rock and all were precipitated
justified by a falsity The. appeal to arms into the water. All saved their lives except on.
was natural before the use of brains.
The named Charles Schroder. On Tuesday afternoon,
two of the garrison took a boat and rowed round
progress of civilization and character leads the spot, and found the body in the sea-weed ott
wholly in the opposite direction.” After ad- the place where the boat struck. Schroder is a

had been held

as

non-voters because

they

non-combattants” but she wished to ad
vance a new doctrine that in future instead of

young man, and

belonged

in Nevv York.

Great apprehension is expressed in England that
if war with Russia ensues the United States, acting
on the precedent -cl by Knglund in 111? Alabama
ease, will soon cover the ocean with privateers tin
der Russian letters of marque.

were

Horse sp -ak and rat soup

are

delicacies in Pan-

now.

“counting the votes of bloody hands they
Pile Nevv ark Advertiser h a- tii article entitled
should count those of bleeding hearts." This “The Rest 1 lefciici .,f i, rant
t he best defence o
I. o
'uur.-.totirnul.
allusion brought the object ot the meeting (I rant is oblivion.

THE JOURNAL FOR 1871.

We ask that our friends in the localities in more plainly to view ; which was to appoint
which the Journal circulates will make some delegates to attend the approaching Peace
exertion to increase the number of its sub- Convention to be held in Mew York a short
scribers with the beginning of the new year. time lienee. This Convention has for its
purWhile we make no glowing promises of what
pose the originating of some plan or organwe are going to do in this or that
department ization that shall put an end to war and settle
of the paper, it will be found that taken
all
points

satisfactorily

disputed

S. 1>. Greenb-af, of Starks, vvitn three ot Inneighbors. Ill four -lavs g..t son ill gold from a bat
in Sandy River near l>av is’s Ferry,
l'lu? deposit is
not

the

extensive, but llie Somerset Reporter suv- laat
parties know of other deposits.

Eilna Robbins, of Belfast, attempted suicide in
Boston bv swallowing pulverized glass
Not like

ly

to recover.

by peaceful

The national bank of Bellows Falls was broken
arbitration. This in some manner is to be into Monday night for the fourth time. The burg
lars succeeded in forcing a passage through the
effected by the direct intervention of women, outer door of the vault, but as lias been the ease iu
and in the shape of lectures and addresses, previous attempts, the inner door was not penetrated. It is thought that the v illaius were frightened
messages are to be sent to the sex all over away, as they lift behind I hem a valise and a com
set of burglars’ tools, the latter said hr be
the world imploring their aid and their sup- jiletc
vvorth $200, and -d the tinest workman-hip. In
to more ctlcotuullv conceal their operation-,
Mrs.
is
order
Howe
the
of
the
port.
originator
they put up dark curtains or screens at the win
scheme, and has previously addressed simi- dews.

Whig
altogether, the Journal will eotne fully up to
England, and preaching a crusade of revenge
Our remark was that the omission ol the the mark of the best of them. We shall he
against that country. We quote the follow- qualifying word was made,
</ determined willing to make liberal allowances to those
ing from his speech—
to misrepresent the matter.”
We are glad who aid us as suggested.
AVe have seen that the Republican party has ailto publish the Whig’s explanation, for we
all
the
raised
justed
questions
by the war, so far as
they affect the internal polity of the government, should lie sorry to believe that any press in
A correspondent, of the Boston Journal
and so far as itself is concerned. There now remains to it only to adjust the great international the .State would willingly do our people an states that Rev. Isaac S. Kallook,
formerly
and foreign questions that were evolved l>v our
injustice in this matter.
ui Maine, is living at Lawrence, Kansas, lar conventions in New York and Philadellate terrible civil contest. And as we have reconThe position that two members of the lie is a
structed the States lately destroyed by the
rebellion,
leading politician, lias a splendid phia, awakening a great interest in both
so we should reconstruct our commerco
likewise board could not have made a binding decisline
house,
farm, (looks, herds and fast cities in her undertaking. May her efforts
in
the
same
war.
As we have adjusted
destroyed
'The bill horses.
the claims of our citizens for damages done in the ion is correct and legally sound.
Strangest of all, he edits a paper Drove successful. At the conclusion oi Airs.
iiv our government, so tar as tve have
thought article of the contract provides that questions oft!It'll tip*
them just and equitable aud uot tainted with reUppubltcan Journal: Solomon in
lic] lion, so we should now adjust tfle claims of our in dispute “shall he submitted to the Iiailroad his wisdom assures us that “a
good name is
citizens and the claims of our nation upon those commissioners of the
State for the time being, rot ber lo lie i-linstm than
knl
nations who took advantage of our crippled condigreat riches''
In case of
tion to show a hostile spirit followed by unfriendly whose decision shall be liual.”
Isaac appears h> have Hanked the proverb,
war

to

spirit

mitting that the shedding of blood was a contingency not absolutely to be avoided in hureport of the solid man affairs,she proceeded to say that “women

—but rather to
the

irison, has from time

Corrcspoudcnce of the Journal.

vain”

“ways

and

LETTER FROM BOSTON.

conical shell lying among -nine old rubbish u.
Gardiner blacksmith shop, exploded It.thei
dav from a spark from the forge. No danger was
done except burning on*' man on the arm.
A

a

Tin* Argus say

that

Walfer Ma-e of’ Portland

Howe’s address, which occupied an hour in Wits t un uVci !• v the ar- at lie ar I el the P A
>
It. ail n >ad, 1 ri<lav. and injured
find lie ngni
delivery, the meeting was farther entertain- leg
was amputated mm tin* thigh, the left at ihe
ed '>;■ remarks from Mrs (bom-y and Hon. linee. :tud the let! arm .1 th sholild*'i
) ,1,
lb- d
Henry Wilson. Mrs. Livermore was expect- a lew hours afterwards.
ed to have been present, but was prevented
and secured them both.
A well-dressed lady, about dd years «»i
.»m
age
milted silieide at Niagara I alls, ou the .*nth in,;
by sudden indisposition At the conclusion l»y jumping from <but
Island bridge, her body
The Maohias Union don’t understand how of these remarks, Mrs. Ilowc. Mrs. child and mg over the Calls.
il is that Camden is to have a National Bank, Mrs. Cheney were appointed a committee, I There was a monstrous i.md slide ,»u the K A. i.
k. k. iu-t opposite Bath on | Imisdav wlii h Wiwhile oilier towns tail in their application. with power to add to their number, to carry the mils for a long distam
out the purposes of the convention.
It says—
A •Whistling diieti" w
an attra. 'a-m at a r.
-nt
Bostonians are as much noted for their in- eiitertuinmeut
We, of Marinas and neighboring towns, have the
in Bath.
stock subscribed for a National Bank of 6100,000, tellectual culture as their
notions.
puritanical
1 lie Belfast people are Very muehiu ensed.au !
but Congress will not give us authority to act.
Just at present they seem inclined to sacrifice justly too. we think. ovn tin refusal of the M
The Maohias people should secure the
Central Uailroud <
to !.• i-r the Belfast a lid
the latter to the former trait
In their Moosehead Lake omp.aiiv
kaili 'a 1
services ot the editor of the Camden Herald,
ding to igreelueiit.
The
ease
will
to
much
are
to
the emiri for adiu 1.
probablv go
possess
knowledge they
the tom b of whose genius overcomes all dif- anxiety
ration.
Houlton I’ioiie, i.
their sanction to Sunday evening lecficulties that beset internal improvements, giving
Bark Henry Knight, oi about duo t .n< bur tin u
tures upon various topics, not connected with
finances, <&o. ^It would be a trifling underWas launched at ( amdeii Tiir-.|a\
Six
not
wherebeing enough
days
taking for him to persuade Congress that religion.
The superioi I ..or
I
p|i -field. Mass., hav
in to cultivate the intellect, they appropriate
Maohias should have a bank.
edict •'! >.;do to ) M .1 mid ot Lee m hi,
given a
the seventh also. Those efforts usually take suit against .1. M :
.Monterey, tdr killing
held’,
are. r »w at the road-id.by putting a
place in some d the theatres, with all tie- I’he easehorse
lias been tried be fop and the eosts’aniouul
The Si. Louis Democrat warns the republi- accessories of drawn curtains,
Ida/ing bud- to $2(Xmi.
can party that the question to he met in 1872
Near the New London lighthouse ilights and artistically arranged scenery and
sum!,
is the tarilV question
\\ hatever the position the time and subject
brook, whieh empties into the hat boi. and abound"
having been previously with
small species of ti-h of which the mackerel apof other organs of the party, it holts without announced, the tickets are sold at the box-ofA few
lavs oilier tin- keeper ol
pear to be fond.
equivocation. The Now Vork Tribune has lice, the same as for ativ week day perform- the lighthouse,while the mackerel were indulging .u
a
! one haul with a
meal caught Mr hundred
defined the platform of the party for 1672 ance, and the
over and above the
net.
-■

—

acts.

The Republican party is the dominant party of
the country, and must remain so for the next three
years at least. Upon it and upon its administration
devolve the duty and the burden of bringing to a
conclusion all these questions and obtaining the
needed reparation, indemnification and apology for
our wrongs.
Delays aid not their solution, but
rather add to their complications. Time can never
obliterate the deep sense of injury this nation entertains of the action of Great Britain during our
war.
Years only intensify its bitterness.
The
gaping wounds in our national honor never will
( lose up by lapse of years.
They must always remain green, open, sore, until healed bv the potent
salve of simple reparation and indemnification.
True, it is urged by some, not too far-sighted or
discriminating people, principally newspaper writers, that we should delay settlement of our claims
until England gets into a war, and then let loose
other Alabamas, other Shenandoahs, and other
Floridas from our ports, in the interests of the
belligerent nation with which she should be at war,
to prey upon her commerce, especially to make the
pretext of war between herself and either of her
dependencies, to have our own citizens fit out our
ships as cruisers under some apochryphal flag and
thus to avenge our wrongs. The statesmanship of
those who advocate such a course would seem to be
this; we complain of her wrongs, and we propose
to make those right by
doing other like wrongs to
be inflicted in safety when our enemy is crippled.
Is this statesmanship?
Is it magnanimous? Is
such redress bold, is it manlv?
Nav, is it not
sueakingly cowardly ?
Let us rather stand up in the manlv strength of
our nationhood, aud fearlessly,
boldly claim the
rights which belong to us, insist upon their being
respected, and that all questions between us and
Great Britain be adjusted at once aud forever, so as
to take away all cause of unfriendliness between
two powerful nations of the earth. Let us say to
Great Britain, “Thus much we are wronged;
thus much we require to satisfy the nation’s honor
and the nation’s loss, and for that wrong and that
loss, thus much we must have, because it is our
right, and because we are able to maintain our
right.” Judge ye between the two proposed modes
of adjusting the Aiabama claims.
ihe

compensation which Butler proposes

death, which the Whig supposes, tie1 successor of the deceased member, as soon as lie
could be appointed and confirmed, would

make the board of referees full and
legal.
Then* is not the slightest difficulty in the
case, as all possible contingencies were guarded

against by the competent gentlemen who
approved the contract. And in
all
other loop-holes, the triends of
closing
the road were obliged to leave open one
which no ingenuity could seal up—that of
litigation. A man of large property may, if
drew and

he choose, refuse to pay a note of ten dollars
against which there is no defence, and keep
the matter in court a year or two—hut he
gains nothing in the end. Our case against
the Maine Central is a parallel one. We
have

prevailed before the commissioners,
and shall prevail before the Courts, if the
Central corporation chooses to put the case
there.
There is no alarm, or anxiety or
about the matter here.
In relation to the sitting of Col. Wildes in
the case, the Whig says “we cannot con-

faltering

ceive how the action of a parly who would
be considered legally incompetent to decide
a case involving his own
personal interests,
could add to the binding force of a judgIt is not claimed that it would do
so, but ill this case it detracts not one iota
from its binding force. At the time the conment.”

tract was entered

into,

a year and a half ami,
both engineer of the road
and Railroad Commissioner, and they knew
it. They agreed that he should act because

Coi. Wildes

■

v

and the Democrat responds as follows:
The Tribune gives warning that it means to batdr openly for protection, and to ask the people to
baud by that policy in 1S72. The west docs not
propose to wait so long. Il means to try, first in
this congress, whether the republican party will do

nstiee. Next it proposes to ascertain whether the
congress will cast otf this immense burden ot
anjust taxation. Should both these efforts fail, the
majority for the liberal ticket in Missouri gives
warning of the majorities which will lie given
diroughout file west in ls72 far the principle of
?qual taxation.
next

was

li ny often do evils return to

their

proceeds,

Dickons

the (Hobo, and the eloquent Curtis
has been engaged for the same evening to
lecture at the Boston upon the same subject.

pany with Superintendent Kelso.
The members of the secret service of the
man.
He had been for many years the enColonel’s office were jubilant over the letters The first measure recommended is
that of
written by the duped aspirants for money,
of which the abrogation of gineer of the Maine Central, and had at that
non-intercourse,
which revealed the whereabouts of many an
time just taken charge of our road, by recomold though hitherto unapproachable lover of the reciprocity treaty is a specimen—this
mendation
the “queer.”
be
to
of the President of that road. If,
with
policy
kept up
presistence and
under the circumstances, Col. Wildes could
The extent to which the country has been vigor. Ho says—If she will not make us reparation for the wrong have had any bias, it would naturally have
Hooded with the circulars of these scamps,
done us during the war by her hostility, not by been in favor of the Central road.
It ceris wonderful, and the amounts of money
simply making good the millions that our merchants
realized from their dupes must be very large. lost, but by making good all that the nation has lost, tainly did not occur to the Directors of the
I would treat licr as I would my vicious neighbor, Belfast
road, at the time the contract was
We hear ot one man in the town of Lincoln- who
gave vent to his enmity 'by darkening my
ville, who sent fifty dollars and received one windows—declare that I would have nothing to do closed, that they wore gaining any special
with her, that I would neither
nor sell with
of their boxes of saw-dust. There was no her. or utter due notice hold buy
advantage from the arbitration of Col.
diplomatic, or comrelations
mercial
with
her
henceforth
for
as
to
until
full Wildes, more than they would from that of
him,
help
complain of them was to
reparation is made. Complete, thorough and any other honest man. The scheme of obthat
lie
was
to
deal
in
acknowledge
seeking
stringent non-intercourse is the remedy. That is
After tin; exposure by not war. That is not a casus belli under any sug- jecting to him was an after thought, a subcounterfeit money.
gestion of the law of nations. We have the undisthe press o( the scamps of all grades who puted right to trade with whom we please, or to terfuge, which will avail them nothing.
refuse to trade with whom we choose.
operate through the mails, it would seem
All causes of complaint against the EngThe Patriot, daily and weekly, the new
that the business would stop for want of
lish
real
and
Democratic
which
of
fools is perennial.
government,
paper at Washington, has made
imaginary,
victims. But the crop
It is a very handsome sheet,
ever had an existence, are dragged forth, its appearance.
The Rockland Gazette says that Hon. A. P. and made to cry out tor settlement. Our de- published by dames G. Berrett. The prosGould of Thomaston, narrowly escaped from clining commerce, the fishing troubles, the pectus is an enunciation of principles which
drowning in the Kennebec river a few days creation of the Dominion out of the Canadian will meet the approbation of the
party
since. He was attending court at Wiscasset,
are all recited ami dwelt
upon. throughout the length and breadth of the
and receiving a telegram of the death of his provinces,
father, he hastened, by private conveyance, But the crowning argument is left for the land—sound, judicious and unmistakably
The editorials of the Patriot
to reach the train at Bath, when, on arrival last, and is found at the close of the speech Democratic.
at the ferry, he found that the ferry boat had in these words—
are marked by decided ability, and by that
left the Woolwich side of the river, he proAs a politician, I have an incentive to such a war, frank and fair treatment of subjects which
cured a row boat with a boy to set him as its results would be the
perpetuation of the must
always command respect. Such a
across the river, and while in the middle of Republican party in power for more than a generathe stream, in the swift current, the boat tion.
paper at the capitol, at this time, just as flic
As great and grevious as were the wrongs party has realized the assurance of future
capsized and the occupants were precipitated
into the river.
Timely assistance saved sustained by this country from England, dur- success in national
polities, will be of great
him.
ing the civil war, we doubt if Gen. Butler benefit. As time developes the vantage
The Fall River News states that David A. Bray- will convince even his own party that it can ground occupied by the Democracy, public
tou, E9q., Treasurer of the Durfec mill, has pre- afford to keep itself in power at such a price, confidence and public patronage will be
sented a cottage house and lot, at the head of Locus
street, in that city, to Isaiah Sanderson, one of the with the prospect of having Butler for Presi- transferred from the Forneyites who have so
spinners employed in that mill who refused to join dent, as its representative man.
long misdirected public opinion, to the orin the strike last summer and was beaten therefor
We doubt very much whether the intelli- gans of the Democracy.
by a crowd of the rioters.

•an

only suspend hint when another appointmade.

lectors take

It is

a

dose, and

a

oo, ot their own

physic.

The Belfast Journal accuses us of having come
from Massachusetts. [Camden Herald.

In

times the wise men came
the east, and the movement of the Herald editor was intended to restore the
equilibrium—tlmt’s all. The chance to send

Scriptural

'ritm

to

much in

one

package don’t often

occur.

much marrying and giving awav in
narriage in Camden on Thanksgiving I>av. Who
we
ain’t
going to increase and multiply?
mys
<lamden Herald.
There

was

Perhaps

the

parties themselves will say
going to regulate those

Tito Herald isn’t

so.

lit-

le allairs, in addition to banks and railroads,
is it ?
MORE DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSMEN.

11aLEIGH, N.

Nov. 28.
The election on Saturday to till the vacancy in the 41st Congress from this district
passed oil' quietly. The indications are that
Manning, deni., has beaten J. TV. Holden,
rep., son of the Governor, by an increased
majority over the August election.
San Francisco, Nov. 28.
The latest returns of the Arizona election
gives Brady, democrat a majority for Congress. Over 800 fradulent votes for McCor-

mick, republican,

were

discovered.

The ICIIswortli American says that Polly Banks,
af Castine, nearly 70 years of age, died in her
house, alone, Nov. loth. During the latter years
af her life she was assisted hv the town. After her
death she was found to have have had over 1400 in
her possession.

over
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an road,
small t»oy, rutting his head
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In a shooting match row at idkowhcgaii, ...
Harvard
a man named Fardy
shot one
the costiliest book ever! Thanksgiving day.
Pooler in the inn, with a. pistol, and is in limbo
issued from the press, and for this reason.
therefor.
I'hey had been in the habit of having them
is

stated, will

good thing to see
good strong dose printed

a

A

The Rockland 1*'»• *• Pie-- -av- that at the Line,
>nr! .lie «iraud .) m >
Fhe circumstance scents a little dilVieultv in enmity session <*f tli *. I.
indictments against tin- liuu [ arties wlm
found
affairs somewhere; hut whether it is in the tered the house of Mr D..
Davi-, »fSom<*rvtlh
rivalry that exists between the two establish- atld committed the iim> nt rape upon Ills diuigh
tea the only inmate with him in the house.
iL~
ments, or in the little breeze of feeling that
age d*0) an I in firm il i. s prevented his furnishing
lias just now been started against bonny | anv ussi-iam'•
Tine, of the men were found uu J
lodged in iail; the fourth is .-till at large.
to

It

ment is

with nine miles

at

plague
England shall render us is the Canadas,
It is'-uow stated that Minister
inventors.
to be incorporated into the Union
For this
of his well known high reputation as an en- Motley will not pay any attention to the Pres- Kate, 1 am unable
say
purpose he proposes to inaugurate a series of
ident’s letter ol peremptory recall, holding
The new catalogue ot
measures
for the annoyance of England. gineer, and as an upright and honorable
hat, under the civil tenure act, the President
that

scoop

There i> a
lul l ii\- month- old now living in
expenses, goes into the treasury of the establishment. A nice way to cheat the Lord, isn’t Woodstock, Vi., which is ivpi. ntalive of the tilth
m u is years of age, itgeneration. It- mother
it, 'J To-morrow evening Miss Field is, by grandmother 40, its great grandmothern m l ubo.
A
ire now Inin,
special invitation, to repeat her lecture on great great graiidnmthei

at the

College,!

be

University press, with which

Democrat declaims a- !.>>
The Laconia iV, II
lows. “Meat in Paris is sold at a less price tietii If
is here. Will somebody declare wo and luv
t-i this place!'’

die late lion. A K. 1*. Welch was connected,
but changed them to some other establishYew York gir Is clatter along the streets minus-,
ment where they could have them done
and -ilver t ipped boot-liedMr.
This
it
is
said
induced
Welch
dieaper.
boom r < lara I'. Friend, (’apt. Friend, ot
The
:o change his will giving Harvard $;'0,o00 so
(Homes r, Mass., which was captured by the
is to leave them nothing.
By tins operation British steamer Plover, about seven weeks since.
of t he
die college loses $20,000 instead of gaining whs rescued from the custodythe 21th.Provincial au<>n ttie “doth
thorities on Thursday last,
£20,000. A losing game to them if the report the steann-r Plover recaptured her. and the captain
and four others are now held as prisoners.
The
.iC true, and there is the best of proof to sup>ort the assertion.

The allusion to books reminds

Clara F. Friend is a schooner of lid ton* luirdeu,
and is owned by t’api. (’buries Friend and others
She was built at (Hom ester in Isms, ami is a til
class fishing schooner.

me to say
about to rise upon the
>S e have received from
vill i’. W»*KK.
iterary world, in the wife of a well known
\ Vai
alitor of a leading Boston Daily. The lady's Messrs. Hoyt, Fogg A Breed, of P<otiaud a opv
o
iunily is not unknown to fame, though she ufthe Maine State Year B »k and Annn RegUtri
We last year expressed the opinion Unit
I
1ST
for
has
never
before
been
an
for
lerself
aspirant
it was superior to anv work of the kind ev*a pub
iterary honors. Her book is now ready for lislied in the State, and that it must prove of great
he press, and is said to be bright, sharp,witty
who have occasion to refer to a work ot

lint

a

new

star

is

»

value to all

tnd pungent.
It is rumored that Miss Annie Louise Cary
s to leave the Nillsson troupe, to be married |
<»
Dr. Hunter, of Philadelphia; and this:
irings out the intocmatioii that, she was born j

statistics. The issue for 1*71 contains, besides the
dendai mailer, the vote for President in
usual
lsns; tor Governor in i*b* and 1 *(*.!>, and also since
<

: li-t of past State ollicervoters; ratable polls; population
md valuation of towns; list of courts, banks, newsit Wayne, Kennebec county, Maine, and that ;
papers, Ac. Kach lovvn lias its statistics bv itself,
:
lec father Dr. Nelson II. Cary, is now and
comprising list of selectmen, town clerks, clergy
las been for a long time, a resident of Hot
men, physicians, lawyers and business men, beHer mother was Maria Stoek- sides a host of other statistics and information of
lam, Me.
v alue.
The compiler and publishers have done u
iridge, of Yarmouth, Me.
real service to the public, by collating in a manner
ot lee
series
the
most
original
Probably
for ready reference so much desirable information,
:ures ever instituted is that just commenced
labor to seekers
saved a world of

it the Charlestown State Prison, under the

the formation of the State

pialitieations

of

and thus
after the facts.

plodding

The work is sold in paper covers
in
with map oi Maine, hi) cents

inspires of the Boston Lyceum Bureau, for ;*»0 cents;
lion, liideon Haynes, tin1 Walden of the board-, with map, ii.'l».

LOCAL ITEMS, Ac.

I

\aa irui < «»rsi
The opening of Ihc* winirs*- o! loi-tislast week, was very eneour-

m

■

The Republican Party

County and City.

News of the

on

the Road to Ruin.

From t!io N. Y. Herald Gen. Grant's New York organ
Nov. 17.]

1 lie attention of the leaders and managers
the Republican party, including Gen.
A large and very intelligent audience was
Grant, cannot be too closely given to the folndauee
The i vturer, who was brought by
lowing exhibit of the division of the States
I train from Burnham, did not
get upon the between the two parties, as indicated in the
»nn until after S
oVIork,owing to a detention of results of this year's or the latest State eleci:u on the Maine Central.
The subject of the. tions :—
discourse.

*

hrislopher <’olumbusg’

*•<

Slates.

though old. C ever new and attractive,
-r treated tie
subject with an originality
in, sa tint
yen ! red it very absorbing. The
of tlie
veiling was greatly increased

UKPUIH.ICAN.

Electoral Votes

Alabama.8

'.ur

Arkansas
-.5
California.5

by

persona’ appearance and engaging delivery
ir.
Mis eloquence held the audience,

o'"

DKMOCKATIC.

was

’::•

a

"t

Connecticut.(i
Delaware.3

States.
Electoral Votes.
Illinois.16
S
Iowa.Kansas.3
Louisiana.7
Maine.7
Massachusetts.12

Florida.3
'h
Georgia.!l Michigan.8
* to
Indiana.13
u
Minnesota.4 !
almost without the movement of
Kentucky.11
Nebraska.3
tor no hour and a half, while he
poured Maryland.7 New Hampshire-- f>
a
h
fervid description of the life and aehieve- Missouri.11 New
Jersey.7
it- of that wonderful man of the sea.
Nevada.3 Ohio
-.21
New York.33 Pennsylvania.26
\ showing how
people may derive different in-•

■->

to
:

North Carolina

from the same discourse, we subjoin the
h
our other reporter, who was in the back
-he hall, and did not hear as distinctly.
ion

Oregon.3
Tennessee.ID

olumhus. He had tin- usual amount of
>nd mothers, but we have aulhorilv Ibrsavthat in was in nu way related to the elephant
the same name.
He was born in (Jeiiot. so
die! from the fact that during the cruise of’the
the \v.detiuian, seeing land ahead, and wislito pass to tin right
b.diig a farmer and not uni'-fandiiiy sailm terms. >ong out “Hew Noah!”
hull ha> sine,* 1 „*,*u i-m-nipted into
noa.
When
ist«•pliei was a lad lie ev ineed a great, inclination
Lies,-,
K\-u tin* initials oi his nunc suggest<
‘.t, ‘'in..’ »
Win n only ion years of age he
d that famous I tal.'an song
I'm bound to
11»
hoy by lingoes, or dir.” When young
mu a** used to go a fishing Hummers for sardines,
!
v\ inters attend -rliool and loaf on the corners
1
U( ti tic Lelies cross tie- street.
Later in life
is men •!•» now
a:> id-that Ii*1 wanted to
\\ -t and take up land, and he mad, Mich absurd
»
al,out it that tie people onMden-d Inin a< era/.v
Dune lhatt. 111.- det-i miiiaiioii. however, was
d, and lie left Italy tor Spain and then dealt his
Is s., u- to hold the lv ing and ‘e.ieen. which gave
so good a hand that lie siie.*e,*de 1 in getting
on- vessels and in them made the discovery
T tie
nUnem. which was called America in honor ol
These vessels \v*re sold by some govimint!
mnent
ntraetors to the I
S., and wt*re used
an
late
war on the blockading fleer.
big
-t'-iiiug to the geography you will learn that
<

u
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■

11
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■

‘In H‘J2
ih, no *:ui blew,” &c.
he h id
otisid, "able heavy
voyage. After a long run the
>*w get a little uppish, and w aited to go home,
•iuoiiuis told them “to put tl niseives in their litds” and if lie didn’t see the Sandy Hook light
next day he would go back heneeward.
Ivirly
e
following morning they espied a boat contain'wo men out trolling tbi lobsters, by which they
new land was near.
Driving on shore in iiis g,g.
uminis enquired of an Irishman at :t tish market
ha: place it was. and But not h ing as familiar
'ii Italian as tie is now, and thinking the man
ited to know what lie kept said “I kape cod,*’
wnii h is the origin of the name of tic handle ol
M n ss.—Cape Cod.
This was the discovery of
An.erica by Columbus, Iml in this href sketch we
iiu .,
simply referred our.-eh t )nst,»rie i> tacts,
ti lling had access to the log-book lie kept during
voyage. He died -it tie ago of a'.* vars. respooli*y all who knew him an 1 a great many who
Ldu’t.
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relict of

on the 25th, inst.. Mrs. Elizabeth
late Oliver Crary, aged 7i» years.
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It You want

COX.
3w21

The best assortment in
vary irom

Gsborn, New York.

designs

PRICES ( lUREXT.

ou

hand the

j

$7

can

10

obliged
ticle,

we

arc

a

nice

determined to

largest and beat assortment ot

Stove Store.

ar-

The Stevens

Range,

is very
host Coal Stove ever offered to the public,
large, boiling six kettles at once while the oven hakes
eight large ides, is very quick and certain,doing its work
without naif the haukeriug for fuel, manifested by stove*
ot the old model.
Lu weight of casting aud beauty ot finish ft excels, and
will be sold cheap lor cash.
Also a new Wood Stove ju»t received which cannot b*
beat, and which every one should see before purchasing
1 tie

Siloes, Rubbers,

e.,

DINS M O R E
i

lias a lot ol 4#. lO All.
hand work double Solo uml l ap

be found in Stock.

to send away for

a

elsewhere.

The latest

$40.

Tights,

Tin, Jappaned, UriUaada, Baaaeled aud
Hollow Ware, ftinka, Pumps, and all article*

usuallv found at

FVER OFFERED IN THIS CITY.

Belfast,prices

As many customers have been

T1IK JOURNAL.

1.2o
1.25
l.oo
1.15
05
2.ou

Rye Mea'

Air

Good Article

DINSMORE

4 SPECIALTY!

to 0.00 Clear Suit Pork,
$27 to 28
0 to 8
to 0.00 Mutton per lb,
to o.oo Lamb per lb,
8 to 10
Rye,
00
to
22
20to
lb,
Corn,
Turkeys,per
to
70 Chicken*, per lb
14 to i7
Bailey,
to
2.50
20
to
00
lb,
Ducks,
Beans,
per
15 to 18
Marrowl.it Peas,l.oo to 1.25 Geese,
55 to Oo Hay per ton,
$18 to 20
Oats,
00 to
05 Lime,
New Potatoes,
$1.25 to 00
lo to
12 Washed Wool,
25 to 40
Dried Apples,
50 to 00 Unwashed Wool,
25 to 20
Cooking, de.
40
20
to
40 to 00
Pulled
Wool,
Butter,
20 to 00 Hides.
7 1-2 to 00
Cheese,
10 2-2 to 00
’.'to 22 Call Skins,
Eggs,
20 to 00 Sheep Skins,
50to$l
Lard,
0
8
to
Beet
$0.00 to 00
Wood, hard,
$1.00 to 00
Apples,Baldwin, 75 to 1.00 Wood, soft,
lo to 00 Dry Pollock,
4 to 5
Veal,
8 to 10 | Straw,
$8 lo 10
Dry Cod.

Meal,

Corn

a

Something New

Paisley Shawls Boots,

Belfast, Wednesday, Nov. : o, 1870.
10 to 12
$7.00 to 11,00 Round Hog,

Flour,

Franklins,
Farmers Boilers.

(’HEAP F< )U < 'ASH

M A K JE

NEWS.

I'ORKKCTRl) WEEKLY FOR

Your

1*1 Y

Simonton Bros & Co.

Crury,

Brig Emily, Brown, Bucksport.
SAILED.
Brig H. H. McGilvery. Stubbs, Bucksport.\
Sclis Gen. Meade, Cunningham, Boston;
Abby Gale, Ryan, do; Eveline, Dutch,
Savannah.
Soh Orion,

to

HOUSE, situated

Congress street, Belfast,
ISRAEL
Apply to

Belfast, Dec. 28, 187U.

So. West Harbor.

l.

the Place

BOOTS & SHOES

age,must

BElPm.
ARRIVED.
Sch Banner, McFarland, Boston.
.Sch Morning Star, Sylvester, <J.
Schs Earl, Furguson, Boston; Empire f ur
guson, do, Loretto, Fish, do: Julia, King,

No

it

untoiu

\ it i: t \ t i

T III O 3i
which he will sell for
tor CASH.

>luile

i»

Just received a lot ot Wooden Pumps, Seasoned Juni
per and w^l made. The cheapest and best Pump ever
used.
First Hricks. D»or«. Sucks, and repair ilece.*
tor all Stoves lu general use. Orders lor Job lUul Fur
nace vork solicited.
All persons indebted to the firmotb. b UKitSkV a
SON. are requested to call ut once and settle, as all demands outstanding on the 1st of Nov. next, wtli La left
with an Attorney for collection.

S.

BOOTS

f|i4.00,an(l

other sizes

v«

ry

cheap

S.

MERSEY,
7H Main Street.

3mosll
~~

keep

"BUY"NO OTHER”

constantly
cheaper

they

BEATER MOHAIR.

DANCING-

!

DINSMORE

—

Bows

and Slippers

JrjOl

•'

Demorest,

DINSMORE!

Harper’s Bazar,

dodo’s Books,

BOOTS

SHOES

6c

Street, Belfast, Me.,

Sinioiitoii Bros. A to.

—

Dry Goods,

■

Tin-

Durability,

LECTURES

'"neu-parly”

movement is not

regard-

ed as an ad'air ot' much importance by the
Democratic leaders here. 1: the object is to
form i;i entirely new organization, tlie be11 it is simply inlieve is a will fail utterly.
tended to form a combination in Congress,
for resistance lo extreme Radicalism there,
they will encourage the project, but they
regard anything beyond that as absurd and
impra tieaiile. [’here is no need, they' say,
of e\ en try ing to start a new party. Radicalism is doomed to a certain overthrow, Many
tlioiispnds have abandoned it for Democracy
since llii* election of Uen. Urant, and the
1 leiuoeralie ranks will continue to lie swelled
The people all over the
in Hie same way.
country have shown a desire for the reasser-

A

ROW

IN

ALABAMA.

off ...ini' li'iv.i.
1 hey pay'noatti'Ulii e to it, and hence it
lavs the foundation i..r an.-ther and another fctill, until the
lungs ai e diseased bev nd all hope of ui: •'
Mv advice t«> p.-rs.-us whose lunc.s arc aifeetod, even
slightlv. is to ) v in a stock of Schcnck's l'ulmonic Svrup,
Scln nek’s Seaweed 'Ionic, and hell click’.- M and rake I' J11
and go to Florida. 1 recommend these pan a it 1 a medicines,
1
because l uni thorough y v. qn-tinievl with their actum.
know, that, v\ lor.- they arc u-cd in ft rid accordance with
my directions, liny wiFd- ihe v. oik that is required, 'this
accomplished, nature v .11 ib. the rest. I he phy-ician w ho
prescribes for cold, cough. or no hi sweats, and then advises the patent t > w alk .>r ,.le out. c\ v ry day, w.U hu sure
to have a c-.rp-e ■ >u his hands hef.-r
h wj.
.My plan is, to gi e my ih:. o medicines in accordance with
d.r.-. t,. n-, ex-. a in some cases where a freer
the
use of the Mandrake Fills is lie. es.-afyMy ohj.ct is, ’u
to
give *one to the stomach
up a good appetite,
alway s tgo.-.I -i.;ii vvli- u a p it ml begins to grow hut
With a rcli-h lor food, ami
I have hope, of pitch.
grv
of th it r- li-h, cones good blood, and
Hie

j

The Governor and Treasurer of Alabama, Fri-

day night obtained an injunction front the Supreme
'court, restraining the presiding office of tho senate
from counting the votes tin Governor and. treasurer.
Accordingly the two houses met in joint convention, and the votes of other officers were counted with the following result: For Lieutenant Govof
ernor, K, TL Moren, 4877 maturity; Secretary
Stale, .I..T. Parker, 445:) majority; Attorney General. .1. W. A. Sandford, 4428 majority; all Democrats.

gratiilcatioii

followed by a hial.r.g
with il more ft. -h, which is
then the
win. h loosens and abates, the
the lumas,
no long,
ht
sweats
chills
and
prosn.;
clammy
reeping
trate and annoy, and the patient get- will, provided lie
avoids taking cold.
,mv not the
.>!
Jh.vv, there are many e.-u cimj.i:.
i.
ho qu
e n may be a.-k«d, 1
means to goto
ii
tlicrc no hope t
it)' advice to
crlait.iy there is.
Mil'll is, and ever has been, to stay mu warm room during
the winter, with a l- uiperature of about «*<*'**nty degreeUiilai :y at th it. p >lul by means
which should he kept
I.i mi. ha nit unit
d.e Ins exercise within
thermometer.
the limits of the room by w .liking up and d>>w n as mm h as
n.s strength will permit, in order to ki -p up a healthy circulation ui the blood. 1 hav e cured tie m.-ands by tins sys<' -iisumpi.-m is as easily cun «i
tem, and can do so again.
as any other disease, it it. is tak> n m n
o-, and the prop,
s-amis undisputed
1 he f
kind if t realment is pur.-ii.sl.
on
record, that hcli.-m mPulmonic Svrup, Mandrake
Fills, and Seaweed Ionic have cund very many of what
where y ou
seemed to he hopeless cases of eoiiaitmptioU.
will, you will he almost certain to iiud sonic pool <-onsumptivewho has been rescued from the very jaws ut death
by t heir use.
‘So far as the Mandrake Fill arc concerned, everybody
t In in ..ii u iiul.
They act on the
Should kevun :ep,.iv
ot

.>

■>

u- nuimu
neiier Hum rammet, un.i i,*a\e non**
h» fact, I In y ate exc.'lb ut in all case*
GlWt.s behind.
1i > >>u havo parwhere a [Mi:.atlve in- lu mob roqaired.
taken l.»o freely of'li u>t, atul di.iia'hu-a ensue*, a il>*se of tint
li y»,u are hubje* 11.» sick headMandrakes w ill elire mi.
:n-h<-, take u iC-.-o ot'tlie Mandrake.-., and liny will r» JU ve
It y. !, would obviate tlu etbat of a
vou in two Inuirs.
change ot water, or the too tree iiiduig« nee in trait, take
the .Mann. il.es c\-.uy niuhl. and yni may tlnu
ot
one
drink water, and eai waior- net.-ns, p> u-, pph-s, limns
the I. k ol being made M k by
I.eai lies, of colli, Willi--.
urot
un.se w ho live ill if nip silu.itimis
h. v w.
them.
are perfectly
against chilis in 1 n \»i*. ’try llu-in. Vhey
lu?\ e m do y ou good nly.
hannh ss.
visits to Horton and
1 hive abandoned my
New Volk, but continue to hec patients at u y ofllce, No. lo
,uvr

proles?it.mil

1

North Sixth Street,
lnladolpli.a, every Saturday, from
exanmiaiion
'j. A ll., to 3, i*.m. t bo- e W 1.0 wish a tii.-ruujdi
1 he
With tin; lie.- pnoiili er Will be charg'd live dollars.
the. tings;
It.-bpiroineter de- tar. s the c\:ui ct.mlili* elare
c iruble
and patients can readily leam whcth'i they
lJut l i!«re it ili> imetly umier. tood, that tl.e valor not.
ue of my ntedlciin
d--;»em:s »ntire.ly »q n their being taken
at lull. acv-ording ludiivctn.us.
that when perse ns talc? my
in eoiicluMon, I will ku
a healthy
medicines, and tin-ir .-y tints me brought in
•oiiditiou thereby they hie not so li due to take Cold; Vet
f atr a » m'-d.-n change
no on.- w e, h dim as. .1 luiii si an
or
has
irritation
mosphere without tin? liability' of renter
ot Hie 111 MIC ll Hi 1 lubes.
Full direettons in all languages accompany my medicine-,, so explicit and clear that any one can me them
without consulting me, and can be bought troin any
1

re-j

druggist.
GETISGE

C.

Si xth

A LECTURE
MSB
■« ill W To
YOUNG MEN.

1

Just

1

....

his'management,

SciIENCK, M I).,
Street, Philadelphia.
Co.. Costaii, Ajonts.
If.

J.

No. lb North
CGOD.VIN &

lyrlusp

o

1

ful tluancially, it is necessary that a very large number
of season tickets should be sold. The committee would
therefore earnestly request that all interested in sustain
ing a course of Lectures for this city should provide
themselves with season tickets at once.
Wm. C. Marshall.
Philo Hkrset.

II. P. Thompson.
!

Belfast, Nov. 1,
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Cook and Parlor Stoves,
Fire Frames,

DINSMORE’S

House for Sale.
A NICE COTTAGE

a contemplated change in my business location
I have decided to sell down my present stock Into the
snull-st compass at reduced prices aud regardless oi
t OS L or PROFIT.
This stock consists entirely ol new Patterns ol the
present year. Comprising:

Owing to

DINSMORE’S

Proprietor,

-on

AT REDUCED PRICES.

DINSMORE’S

For sale by all Druggists and country stores.
F. B. IIIESIyKLL,
Bangor, Me.
G. C. Goodwin & Co., Wholesale Agents, 38 Hanover
Price 3 * cents per Box.
Street, Boston, Mass.
Iyr2l

DIED?
T*——*—•

■

TETTER!!!j

Kiysipelas, Scald Head, Ringworms, Ulcers, Burns, Sai* J
Rheum, C'hillblains, Scalds, Pimples, Blotches, Frosted
Limbs, Inflamed Eyes, Piles, and all Eruptions of the j
Skin. Also good for Scratches on horses.
Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.

\

AND KITCHEN WARE

DINSMORE’S

ITCH! ITCH!! ITCH!!!

Bangor.

<■

..

TETTER! TETTER!!

Roekport

[ Obituary

STOVES

C l' R E 8

both of Monroe.
In Camden, Mr. Fred D. Aldus, to Miss Carrie F.
liramhall. Also, Mr. Ezra II. Bramhall, to Miss Emma
E. Swan, all of Camden.
In
Village, Mr. William D. Carlcton to Miss
Emma L. McLanc.
In Camden, Mr. George W. Beal to Miss Eilcn Richards, both ol Camden.
In Camden, Mr. David Green to Miss Edith Easton,
both of Camden.
In Roekport, Mr. Herbert L. Shepherd to Miss Emma
Darkness.
In West Camden, Mr. Osgood II. Blake to Miss M. A.
Young, both ot Camden. Mr. Osgood B. Colling ot
Union and Miss Ella F. Blackington of Camden,
in Bangor, Nov. 2dth, at the residence of General S.
F. Hersey, Fred Davis ol Chicago, to Fannie Wiinon ol

The President announced these gentlemen
legally elected, ami Senator Mobrey then offered a
1 got along t ip
sum- nii e cake.
resolution that K. II. Moren be sworn in as Lieuten•to
sw I- baked, and till n I couldn't see
ant Governor and he invited to preside over the
1
-vei .-."in
yi ip plaguey raisin- ii !
joint convention as the legal presiding officer ol the
Senate. Mr. Barr, the presiding officer of the Sena
lUstderabl- fu-ie’. I net
-Irk and
ate pro tent., announced the resolution out ot o rder,
m in
sinitf hoie-, and -hoveNow there
lion of Democratie principles at Washington, anti asked the Senate to retire to its chamber,
Wit,-low
Mr.
p.iotliiii.-.
-.pe worthy ot Mrand the awakening is more likely to go on which it did, and immediately adjourned.
in the meantime, was sworn in us LieutenIt.is witli trcml.linn hand that we
\ ! 111 h 11.
Moren,
than to stop
The issu -s on which it is pro- ant Governor
by Judge Satford, and was escorted
im<
off—tin- hap’.y
Pat tpe reception never
iosi-d that the ideal new partv shall form and to the Speaker’s chair. He announced that lie was
ikt
cool.
the
before
separated
; light are complete aimicstv and restoration ready to proceed to business as presiding officer of
to count the
-• : in "p:
Marboi- «...
of sit Hinge in the South, and a low taritl’and It)
joint convention, ami proceededwith-it
atitain of a tradin'*
resulted
and Treasurer,
It vote for Governor
userred that he had encountered an uudoiibi- reduced taxation for the whole country,
m H2'.t majority for Lindsay. Democrat, and about
lo
is
not
a
new
to
the
oullt
took
souk
of
a
funnel
necessary
get up
party
inesi man. Buying
j.luce
anon for Grant j Democrat. Lindsay
They are the leading planks of office,and the Stale for a time will probably have
the interior he paid turn two •dollar- too light for these.
two Governors. The Senate will recognize Smith
l iie farmer, whose name i- i'imothy lian- in the Democratic' platform, and all outside
of the Democratic ranks, who are in favor of and the House Lindsay.
art way home when he di-oyete.
id
MonrtiOMMKY, Ala., Nov. 2S.
them, will come over and tight for them with
at once dr-,v e b.u i. J
re-P>
t in
u,
The city is I'ull ol excitement ami tile wheels ol
tie- Democracy
According to Democratic
Smith
tile State government arc entirely blocked.
tijiiiuon here, Mu' prospects ot tlh* proposed and
Bingham still claim to lie Governor and Treas«>n. a-nlcd op\ It !\V(1 recently Idlillii
new organization are not even so good as
retains
eaeii
urer, respretivelv, and
possession o(
:om
i■ i ii!mirated volume,
r\
ium
were lliose of the movement inaugurated by his office.
Smith lias obtained .1 number of troops
mil
mUfli at tout io u aiuoiij t he |o a I Andrew .lolmson (nr years ago, and which from the commanding officer here and they are
of the Executive Boom and the
It d«*'ei ;im's eert-i't
maimers and mav he said h have eulminat -d in the Phila- posted in front
ms.
Treasurer's office.
oi
ye olden tvine.*’
delphia < '.million That had leading men This morning the Senate n.et and immediately
ol both parties a! its head.
This is heatlily adjourned nlit it to-morrow.
''
P
.1 lior.
at Small Point, h as a
hi the House, the presence of t S. soldiers in
tavored only hy dissatisfied Republicans,
'd t.i Belfast dealer-.
mi.
W J
g
who want to be leaders still, and hope to en- Hie capital was denounced and resolutions were
*."»
Is, L. A. Km*vvlion 1;nm).
three from the Senlist Democrats lor the following.
The idage passed that a committee of six, be
ate amt three from Hie House,
appointed to asMu!hew- A Baker MW) Woods A t'meant
ot Mahomet and the Mountain fits tliecase
certain without delay upon whose application and
i le
tiMH
tsjalso sown' f«*r Sears port exactly. The Democratic mountain will not lor what
was
force
a
quartered in
purpose military
go the Republican Mahomet, so lie had better the capital,and that tile General Assembly will deIt is desirable, of sist from all further proceedings until the report of
Belfast and M »o*ehe:id Lake Uail- come to the mountain.
\c a tli
is received and acted upon. Only
an anti-Radieal
combination He* committee
course, that
•m
lors, nolrviny iIn- (Vntral Load of the
The
two Bepuhlieails voted against tliis action.
diotdd be formed in Congrfss, and this is Board of Education lias also suspended business
Bath id <'tuiimissjoners, and
•t -te
earnestly favored by the leading Democrats for the present.
it iram- wm passe I on Frii,i
iif11: i.i
Many Bepuhlieaus denounce the action of Gov
ol New York, but there must lie no departure
< enii a
<
rk ot th
ompunv has aeSmith as a high-handed usurpation and u grand inno
there
is
Democratic
and
from
principles,
f:
t :ts
ipt, saying u would lie laid bemeeting of all parties opposed to this
need of starling a new party. The Demo- dignation
.'
1 u
Tfie lBre> t U
proceeding will be held to-night, and will lie adalso, on Wednot
and
should
hold
the
cards,
dressed by many speakers who supported Gov.
winning
vote notifying tin* Railroad eom- cracy
mmSmith in the late election.
throw up their hands.
'tia
ditVeri'ina-had arisen relative to
<lit ANT fllAXCKS HIS MIXH.
and asking their' at ly attention
i.iinIE YOU HAVE THE DYSPEPSIA, Headache,
it
lei. i• uder the ••ont fact.
Collector Murphy has returned from Wash- Dizziness. Costivcness. Piles, Oppression alter
Im II Resident Kngineer ington. “smiling like a basket of chips.” Eating. Sour Uising. or any Indigestion or BilliousL
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Morrill,Thanksgiving eve., Nov. 24, by David Nash
Esq., Charles H. Rowell of Montvillc, to Mrs. Martha
A. Haskell, of Morrill.
In West Winterport. Nov. 27, by Gilbert L. Curtis
Esq., Mr. Charles S. Morrill, to Miss Carrie L. Low,
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In the height of its power it appears to be
somewhat in the weakened condition of
France, or like the mighty Sampson shorn of
his locks of strength.
Over local squabbles
or factious divisions the parly lias lost North
Carolina, Georgia. Tennessee and Missouri;
and from the stupid feud between the Fenton and the Oonkling factions it has failed to
and from incompetent or
recover New York
lazy local leaders it has failed to recover
Maryland or Delaware, even with the acquisition of the colored vote, and has failed to
make any headway in IG ntueky. In short,
the Republican party lias loo many cooks and
too many captains, too many rival cliques
and too many clashing factious, and it is on
the road to ruin. It is rapidly using up its
capital of Gen. Grant’s popularity, and is in a
fair way to swam]) Gen. Grant in 1872.
The
party is doing nothing to strengthen the Administration, but everything to embarrass
and cripple it. Gen. Grant saved the party
in lstiS, and has saved it in Congress henceforward tilt 1872; hut at the rate of its losses
this year it will in 1872 be completely demolished. The successes and prestige and power of Tammany Hall, on the other hand,
have inspired the Democracy of the whole
country, and they seem to have in New York
city a base of operat ions stronger than Washington. One would thing that the Republicans, having carried through their mission
on
the shivery question and the negro question to the cap sheaf of negro suffrage, are
now heating about hither and thither for
some new idea or some new leader or some
new party.
We know that the old Republican party, after finishing its mission, broke
up in 1821 on four Presidential candidates—
The
Jackson, Adams, Crawford and Clay.
present ucpumiean part y, inn lor ,eii. uraut
in tlie White House, would surely go the
one
way in 1 S7:i. They sav that Fenton is
meditating aboil anyhow, a !a Marlin Van
Huron, and that deary, ot Pennsylvania, is
led on the trail of the Labor Reform party as
-ii
independent candidate. At any rate, if
these miserable Republican feuds, petty
bail usies. small personal revenges am!
squabbles are not stopped, Uen (Irani himself will soon be left high and dry and the Republican party will be scattered and divided
among half a dozen mousing small potato
politician-, adventurers and .sectional demaThe simple truth is, that Uen.
gogues.
(rant and his party must have some new issue
to light for, or his parly will go to
pr ies and lie will go out, at the risk ot
bonds or no bonds, make or break, redemp-
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Total.151
Here we have all the States but two—Mississippi and Texas -the one giving seven
electoral votes and the other six, the seven
lining hardly more positively’ good for the
Republicans than the six are for the DemoIt thus appears, then, that from our
crats.
latest elections the Presidential electoral vote,
of tin- l'idled States is Democratic.
This exhibit is startling. The Republican party is

mis' ,ke 1

a

Rhode Island.t
South Carolina.0
Vermont.5

Virginia.Id Wisconsin.C

iikisjoI'hkr Com miii’s.
As maiiv of our
h-r- were unable to attend the lecture ou ( olum;! b. uni 01
place to give them a little
h 1 the old gent’s life.
By looking under the
’Births” in a til,* of the (ienoa Daily News.
;d tin- year
vou will notice that of t’hristo-

-■

it

other day to serve a term of seventeen years
for highway robbery ; and it would be absurd to say that Postmaster Jones does not
deserve to be retained alter putting the whole
machinery of the Post Office into the service
of his party for several days before the election, to the neglect, of course, of its proper
business. But there is one thing that Grant
and the Radical managers have made up
their minds about—that the Empire State is
hopelessly lost to the party that tried to recover it with bayonets.
THE CAMPAIGN OF 1872.
It is tolerably certain to most minds in
New York that Grant will be renominated in
1872, despite the sharp censures lately visited
upon hint by loading journals of his own
party. To the same minds it is equally certain that the people will not reelect him,
however desperately he may strive to force
them up to the work, lie has laid up no
capital, except what he got in the way ot
presents, since he has become host ot the
White House, but he has managed to lose
a great deal of that which served him in the
last campaign. Since the great triumphs ot
the Democracy all over the country, people's
thoughts hereabouts have turned to speculating upon the Democratic.ticket for 1872, and
the general conclusion appears to be that
Gov Hoffman will have the first place, and
some prominent Western Democrat- Hendricks, if lie will take it—the second. It is
believed that Hoffman and Hendricks, standing on a live platform, would sweep every
State carried by tlie Democracy this year,
and probably some still held by the Radicals
—at any rate, that they would get a majority
of the electoral votes. OI course there is no
telling what may turn up before the National
Convention meets, but the general opinion
now is that Hoffman will lead the Presiden
tial ticket in 1872, and be.elected.
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proves front his own experience that tho awful
consequences of Sell-Abuse may be effectually removed
without medicines, and without dangerous surgical
operations, bougies, instruments, rings, or cordials,
out a mode ot cure at onco certaiu and effectual
by whicti every sufferer, no matter what his condition
may be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and radically. THIS LECTURE WILL PROVE A BOON TO
THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS.
Sent, under seal, to any address, in a plain sealed enof six cents, or two post stamps.
velope, on the
Also, Dr. Culvcrwell’s “Marriage Guide,” price
cents.
Address the Publishers,
CilAS. J. C. KLINE & CO.,
li? Ilowery. Hew York, Post Office Rox
1 yr«
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a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo,on the second Tuesday of November,

Simonton Dios, & Co,,

A. D. 1870.

WII1TCOMB, widow of Eben Whitcomb,
late of Belfast, iu said County ot Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition for an allowance from the
personal estate ot said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Polly, give notice to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Republican
Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
County, ou the second Tuesday of December next, at
ten of the clock before noon, ana shew cause, if auy they
have, why the prayer of said petition should not be
ASA THURLOUGU Judge.
granted.
A true copy. Attest —B. P. Field, Register.
3wty

1>()LI.Y

Ear excel any of their previous efforts, and the Prices of theii goods
is well calculated to

THE

fTMIE subscriber
gives public notice to all conX cerned, that he has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust ot Executor ot the estate of
Samuel Haskell, late of Morrill, in the County ot
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
settlement to him.
3wl0
REUBEN L. KEEN,

hereby

To the Honorable the Justices of the
Judicial
Court, next to be holden at Belfast within and for the
County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday ot October,
1870.

No. 4 Bulfincli Street, Boston,

\/f~ARY

Maybury

Waldo, ss.,

I

Sup. Jud. Court, Oct. Term, 1870, )
Upon the foregoing libel the Court Orders that notice
be given to the libelee by publishing an attested copy of

toget her with tills order tliereou, three weeks
successively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the last
publication to be thirty days at least before the next
the same,

term

of this Court to be holden at Belfast within and for

County of Waldo, on the first Tuesday of Jauuary
next, that said libelee may then and there appear and

the

answer

to said libel if lie shall

see cause.

Attest—S. L. MILLIKEN, Clep.k.
A True
;iwl‘J

Copy,

Attest—S. L.

MILLIKEN. Clerk.

IL. II. FORBES

Shoe Store!
No. 18 Main Street,

Boots,

the

pub

W. H. l'AKKEK, Physician in charge.
Medical knowledge for everybody. ‘J;>o,UOO copies sold

T

A

Dk.

in two years.

A IBook for

ever*

jlan.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, OK SELF-PRESERVATION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure ot
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Dk» link in
Man, Nervous and Physical Dkrii.ity, U y corHo.NDKiA, and all other diseases arising from the Errors of
Youth, ok tiik Indiscretion* or Excesses ot mature years. This is indeed u book for every
Price only $1,00. 285 pages, bound in cloth.
man.
A IBook for every Wouiaii,
! Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN, AM)
HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of Physiologically and Pathologically, trow Infancy
to Old Aok, with elegant Illustrative Engravings.
Price

:t5u

pages, bound in Deautilu!

French

Simonton Eros. & Co.
Von will iiml

ut Reduced Prices. These

bought early in the

cloth.

$2.00.

Supreme

E. RICHARDS of Lincolnville, in said
iXL County, wife of May bury Richards formerly of said
Lincolnville, but whose present residence is to your
libellant unknown, respectfully libels and gives this
Honorable Court to be informed that her maldeu name
was Mary E.
Morang; that siie was lawfully married to
said Maybary, at said Lincolnville, on tLO 4th day of
July A. D. 1805; that since their intermarriage she has
behaved herself towards her said husband as a faithful,
rechaste and affectionate wife; but that said
gardless ot 'iis marriage covenant and duty in the month
of August, 1805, wilfully deserted and abandoned your
libellant without reasonable cause, aud without intent
on the part of your libellant to thereby procure a divorce,
and lias continued such desertion to the present time.
Wherefore your libellant prays that she may be divorced lrom the bouds ot matrimony between her and
her said husband.
MARY E. RICHARDS.
Lincolnville, Sept. 10, 1*70.

please

lie mind.
(Opposite ltevere House.)

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned, that he has been duiy appointed and
taken upon himself the trust ot Executor ot the estate
jf Charles G. Seavey, late of Searsport, In the County
of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs; he
therefore requests ull persons who are Indebted to said
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demauds thereon, to exhibit the same for
3wh>
EBEN SEAVEY.
settlement to him.

HOTEL, ISyour
Main Street,

WORSTEDS,

At

Everyliody.
reception of, and great demaud tor,

A IBook for

Flattered by the
the above valuable and timely treatises, and also to meet
a great need of the present ago, the author lias just published a new book, treating exclusively ot NERVOUS
AND MENTAL DISEASES. liO pp. cloth. Price r»0
cents, or sent free on receipt ot $:t lor the other two

quently

can

sensou,

be sold

cheaper than they

goods

can

were

conse-

10 per cent
be

purchased

elsewhere.

books, postage paid.

These are,beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There 1>
nothing whatever that the Married or Single, of
Either Sex, can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained, and many mutters of the most
important and interesting character are introduced to
which no allusion even can be found in any other works
In our language. All the New Discoveries of the aunever before
thor, whose experience is such as
fell to the lot of any man, are given in lull. No person
should be without these valuable books.
“Valuable Books.—We have received the valuable
medical works published by the Peabody Medical lnstl
tute. Those books arc of actual merit, and should Hml
a place In every intelligent family.
They are not the
cheap order of abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties, and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, hut
are written by a responsible professional gentleman of
eminence, as a source of instruction on vital matters,
concerning which lamentable ignorance exists. The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy,
ability, and care, and, as an appendix, many useful prescriptions for prevailing complaints are added.” Coos
Lancaster, N. II.
‘“The author ot these books is one of the most learned
and popular physicians ot the day, and is entitled to the
of our race for these invaluable
t scents to be his aim to Induce men and women to
avoid the cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and he tells them just how and when to do it.”
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fratitude

Chronicle, Farmington, Maine, Sept. 7,
N. 1L—Avoid those foreign and native quacks who are
as lawless as they are Ignorant, who under high-sounding titles, huve stolen the substauce ot the chapters of
these works, and in some instances the titles of the
books, and advertise them as their own.

Either book sent by mall on receipt of price.
Address the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. II. PARKER, No. 4 Bullinch Street, Boston.
Dr. Parker may be consulted in strictest confidence on
ail diseases requiring skill and experience. Inviolable
Secrecy ani» Certain Relief.
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Scientific and Popular Medical Works
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A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment & Radical
Cure of Spermatorrhoea, or Seminal '.V eakness, Involun
tary Emissions, Sexual Debility, and Impediments to
Marriage generally; Nervousness,Consumption, Epilepsy, and Kits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, resulting
from Self-Abuse, Ac,— By ROBERT J, CUL\ ERWELL,
M. L>., Author ot the “Green Book,” &c.
Tho world-renowned author, in this admirable Lecture

vlted to call.
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This is tho most thorough blood purifier yet discover
cures all humors from the worst Scrofula to a
common Eruption.
/'imples and Matches era the face,
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and scaly or rough skin, which are such
ishcyoung persons, yield to the use of a lew
bottles of this wonderful medicine. From one to elaUt
bottles cure Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Scal/t Head,
Worms, /toils. Scaly Eruptions, oj the Skin. Scrofula
Sores, Ulcers and Canker” in the Mouth ana Stomach.
It Is a pure medicinal extract of native roots and plauU,
combining in harmony Nature’s most sovereign curative
which God has instilled iuto the vegetable
kingdom for healing the sick. It is a great restorer tor
the strength and vigor of the system. Those who aiu
languid, sleepless, have nervous apprehensions or tears,
or any of the affections symptomatic of weakness, will
ovideuee of its restorative power upon
find
trial. If you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated and despond
cut, have frequent Headache, mouth tastes brnlly iu the
mum lug, irre/fular appetite and tongue
coated,you are
from Torpid Liver or
MUons nets." In many
cases of “Liver Complaint'* only a part of these
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toms are experienced. As a remedy for all such cases,
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery has no equal,as it
effects perfect cures, leaving the liver
strengthened and
healthy. For the euro of Habitual Constipation of the
Bowels it Is a never taiiiug
aud
those who have
remedy,
used It for this purpose are loud in its
praise. In ttron
chiat, 1 hroat and Lung Diseetse, It has produced many
truly remarkable cures, where other medicines had tall*
ed. Sold by druggists at $1.00
per bottle. Prepared at
the Chemical
of
:iinosl4
R. V. PI KECK. M. 1>., Buffalo, N. Y.
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SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies*
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections: Eruptions and all diseases of the 1
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on j
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Cure of Nervous Weakness, Early Decay, Diseases of
straight to the house of Itev. Mr. ——, and
FOR TOWN AND COUNTRY.
the Urinary and Seminal Organs, and the whole train of
’hey were lost to view. We read of such
disorders brought on by baneful aud vicious habits.
U. ng
in works of fiction, but it is seldom
The Rural, now in its 21st year, is not only the Great numbers have been cured
by this noble remedy.
that they
Irfargreat, Beat ami Cheapest, but bv far the Prompted by a desire to benefit the alUicted and uufortuactually happen.
Larjreit-Circulating: Journal of its Class In nate, I will send the receipe for preparing and using this
the World! National in Character,
Ably Edited, medicine, in a scaled envelope, to any one who needs it,
i he t»ayton
((Miio) Herald figures up the Superbly Illustrated and Printed, it is the
Free of charge. Address .JOSEPH T, INMAN, Station
D. Bible House, New York City.
•wing on Sehenrk; Two years ago he
BEST AMERICAN WEEKLY!
was too poor to own a house.
Now he has a
It is the Hundaril Authority on all brunches of 1 >81X11031A3SX1T.—.Any lady or gcntlem. n can
* i-MfS* house in Washington, $5,000 worth
Agriculture, Horticulture, &o. As a Literary A make $1,000 a montii, secure their own happiness
•t furniture.
Six months of the two
years he and Family Paper it is a favorite in many
of the and independence, by obtaining PSYCHOMANCY,
-pert in Europe at a cost of $5,000. How best families all over the Union, Canada, &c. Indeed, FASCINATION, or S*OUL CHARMING. 400 pages;
Rural
has
no
so
in its Sphere, and is the cloth. Full instructions to use this power over meu or
much money in
did he save
eighteen Hooke’s IllustratedItival
Journal on the Continent animals at will, how to Mesmerize, become Trance or
months on a salary of $5,000 per year? In Iritrireit
—each number containing Mlxteen Five-Column Writing Mediums, Divination, Spiritualism, Alchemy,
addition to the above, the Ohio Statesman Page*. (double the size of most papers of its class.) It Philosophy of Omens and Dreams, Brigham Young’s
Harem, Guide to Marriage, &c„ all contained In this
He has Is the paper for the East, West, North and South.
says Then there is John Sherman.
book; 100,000 sold; price by mail, in cloth $1.25, paper
abandoned his profession and went to Concovers $1. Notice.—Any person willing to act as agent
will receive a sample copy of the work free. As no
TERMS, INDUCEMENTS, &C.
gress some years ago, say, worth about five
is required, ail desirous of genteel employment
a Year of 52 Numbers, and only
TERMS—*3
in
thousand dollars. His wealth
Indiana and SO in Clubs of Ten. This Quarter’s 13 Numbers sent capital
should send for the book, enclosing 10 cts. for postage,
railroad lands. National bank stock, Wash- FREE as offered above. Our Ciub inducements for to T. W. EVANS & CO., 41 South 8th St., Philadelphia.
1871 are
Specimens, Premium Lists,
ington street railroads, &c., is now set down Ac., sent unprecedented.
free to all forming Clubs,—and we want a live
at between seven hundred thousand and a Club
WK1K1E88, how to treat and
in
Town.
Address
Agent
every
cure it.
Pamphlet sent free. Address Die. II. C.
million of dollars
D. D. T. MOORE, 41 Psrk Row, New York.
NEWELL & CO., Hartford, Conn.
U
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And

WATCHES,

GILES, BROTHER

S.upt,

Asst.

X. V. C. &

1

For Sale

YOUR

BUY

1

■

Best Inducements ?

INHALANT, lor the Phthisic,

Rollovos

Always

A

SE311NAIi

CARD.

Money
!

Fo/i

Cannot

Shi H T

is

!t !

Buy

FKlcHl.Fss

PATENTED, May is, Im'.h.
Price 75 cts.

Simonton Bros & Co.

J.

THEY CUT THEM FREE OF
keep constantly

on

CHARGE,

hand

a

$1.00.

Mail

lBro|iri(

t!50
4

I

T ■ O \

TO FEMALES IN DELICATE

and

tor.

.Maine.
<

j

By

LEH BN.

HEALTH

DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No, Emlicott
he eh nt
street, Boston, is consul red dailv lor all di-euto the female system,
l'ro lap-ms l' t ri or lulling of t h.
n
M
..(h
tin i!
Woinh, Fluor Allots, Suppression,
Derangements, are all treated on new pathological
principles, and speedy relief guaranteed i.i a very lew
days. ;-tu invariably certain is the new no d. o{ treat
incut, that most obstinate complaints yield under It.
and the alllicted person soon rejoices in perhvt health.
Dr. Dow has tto doubt had greater ex perienc. in the
cure ot diseases of women than any oHot physician in

THE DIAMOND GLASSES,

DIE

Larye

M VM

I

\<

I.M>

V

<

All letters requiring advice must contain onedolltr
Insure an answer.
Boston..Ian. 1 ls70—lyr

to

and

I ’arietl

assortment,

so

that each

customer cannot tail to be suited

jI

m

Siiiioiiton Bros, it (m.,
Have received

an

entire

Price, Qualify and Sfylc.

Boarding accommodations for p at ients who may \vEli
stay in Boston a lew day- undo his tr atmeiit.’
Dr. Dow, since 1M», ha\ in e .-.n lined liis whole at ten
t ion to an olliee practice for the cure ot Friv ate | h~ea-es
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in
the l nited States.
N’.B. -All letters must eontsiin one dollar, or t h.
will not he answered.
Olliee hours from s \. m. to
r. \i.
Boston, July
i-co.
i ^

In-

new

to

Unfaiing Eve

voice of Fall and Winter

Preservers.

Dress Goods.
A

L.AZ Alil'S &
is in

great variety
customer

every

Stock,

can

tastes in Price and

so

gratify

that
their

Ml >li li IS’

UK I, K li 11 A T K

Perfected

\

w.

jyi

1>

Spectacles

Sale ut CALVIN II

JF&‘V or
ERVKY’S, Agent,
JAMES EMERY, Jeweler, Bucksport.

E (

h

i:

Ct

*

\Y

Belfast,

n "\\

V

«•

MOST

PERFECT,

N at

ural, Artithi.il help to the human v e ever known.
The\ am ground under th.-ir own
supervision, Iron,

miiiuto

t

V'tal I’ehhh

11111,1
“1'iamuud,
brilliancy,

nu

■*,

,n

.ii

lled u>:. ether and derive th• i’
••iiit id their hardness
m.t

Tho Scioatilie Principle
<

hi

hieh they are const rioted brings tin core or centre
I the lens directly in trout of the ive,
producing a clc id
oul distinct vision, as in the natural, healthy
sight, and
preventing all unplea-ant .-eiisation-:, -mb as gliunmi I
,\,
mg mid wavei ing ot >ight, di.-. in*
peculiar t ?
others in iin
w

■

are

Mounted in the Finest

In frames ol the

Til Kilt
Maine.

N

diet d 1
I.. | till lie. :i>
j t. ,|j, i, in |
all the celebrated Optician^ ot the Woild to Ik Hu.ii

They

OKKK'I:, 11 \YI'OIIII III.(K K,
,l-'-

Belfast.
111 >

SPENCER & CO

E

It if!

O *

S'A'//./■/,' ,c- A’/TOl!\;:y at / .III?

ami EYE GLASSES.

Style.

J

Boston.

t•

Manner,

-1 quality, of all materials used
that pm po..

I

FINISH AND DURABILITY

(’ A N N«) 1 1.1 >1 111' Vs.sh »
Al I l".\.
None genu,n. ii,.ii--*, hearing tIn-ir
mark <r.> 1 riniped
e\. ry tram,
<

e.l

;.

o

Salt for Sale.

A First Class Investment.
Through by

Steamer

V

Railroad,

and

——st k a mi:i:—

City of R.iclimond

Belfast & Moosehead Lake H, i

(

apt. IV JI. K, !)!;> \ ■ S(l\.
is

landings

Ray,

leaving Portland every Monday, Wednesday ami Friday
at lo o’clock, P. M.,or on the arrival ol' the F.xpress
Train from Boston.
Leaving Belfast on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at d o’clock.
Passengers will be ticketed through to Boston and ali
intermediate stations, arriving the same evening.
The Richmond is one ot the strongest anti safest boats
built, ot remarkable speed, clean an 1 comfortable.
Passengers are assured that every pains will In-taken to
Insure their comfort and safety.
tfPd
Belfast, April 27, ls?o.

Independent

J. C. ROBBINS informs In- friends mu!
thr public that he has leased the above well
known establishment, where In oilers enter
t.ainment to the travelling pi.hlie.
He will thorough renovate the house, make
improvements and every way conform :•> modern needs.
I he table will be supplied with all the delicacies that
can he procured,and special attention given to order and
m at m ss in the sleeping apartments.
All the stages leaving the city take their departure
from this house. Poaches run regularly to (lie boats,
and guests conveyed to nn\ part ot the city or country
Belfast, May in, 1*70.
mi

Line

In order to avail

Ll A 1 1 ,ll<) AI

Spring Arrangements for 1870.

Have

>

ILL & CO

Of

themselves ot

l'WCl LITIKS.
*

CAMBIM DGK,

('apt. J. I*. JOHNSON,
STEAMER K AT A11 DIN,

In all

Capt.

Varieties and
IN

ami

Till-;

city

Styles,

T»W*

BELFAST, the west side of Fhenlx Row, over Black’s
Straw Factory.
at 2 o’clock 1*. M.
These Trunks are offered to the public at wholesale or
Returning—leaves Boston every MONDAY.W KDNES- : retail, and as cheap as they can be purchased in Boston.
DAY and FR11)AY, at 5 o’clock 1’. Al. Freight taken
They are warranted to suit. Trunks and Valises made
at Summer rates. All Freight must he accompanied by to order.
Steamers Receipts.
ltEK».4lltltft>} UOTVE.
GEO. (I. WELLS, Agent.
\v. f. bi kri ll, & co.
June 20,1870.
tl;w
tH2
Belfast, April 26, 1870.
—

one

person.
*«*ui3 for f'ireular. Closets for sale l.\
1% IK I IB ( I.OM I HP
No. iy DOftlK* Street, Uoston.
lyrll

BOSTON^

Manhood: How Lost, How Restored

PROPELLOR LINE.

Liken at

0,1

S. S.

VI

jI

reasonable rates.

Belfast, April (5 1870.
M*

LEWIS & SON, Agents.
tf.'JO

()001'E11 iS 8til1 at thc °,d ataml of
HALLS & COOPER,

where lie will keep constantly on hand a good assortment of l.umlier, Oment, lime, Naiul ami
Hair, also Corn, Flour ami Groceries.
Thankful for past favors he respectfully solicits a continuance of the same.
M. R. COOPER.
Belfast Feb. l(i 1870.
t!32

Belfast

Savings Bank-

atious; but tt loosens ami cleanses the lungs, and allays
irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint.
Sold
SETH W. FOWLK A SON, Proprietors, Boston.
by druggists and dealers in medicines generally.

NOTICE.
B. SWAN & CO., having purchased the
Storehouses and Wharf of 11. J. AN«J u., are now opening an entire new stock,
in part of the following articles.

WILLIAM
Stores,
DERSON,

DEPOSITS

IS

THE

consisting

Ayer’s

1
n-sici
oaitii.il

;

ing Gray Hair to
Vitality and Color.

lyrK

11

-■

-mi

v.

In h

111•;11111V, and ellretual
(■a’
tl.
piemen inc;
J or r,
lt:u r.
Loir is o.,„,
A
(■;//,

fir

/

r’.,ss

failin'- hail » lurked, and hald
often. t houidi not alwa\s, ruled
I
it- tit.
Nothing ran restore the
hair \\i;.
the follicles are destroy.-d,
or
tin
d.;a I' atrophied and decayed
Hut sihdi as remain can he ^aved for
useluhic* hv this appltea! ion.
Instead
of foidin;: th* hair with a pa>i\ sedi
men!, it will keep it clean and \ ironm.ha.i
it occasional ll-e u ill pi \ Ml 11
from turn in;? pray or failin' oil, and
Kl'c,
e«»nsei|tieatl\ prevent haldte
'nhlalnc which
II mi those <f klerioii
make some preparations dan * t»»:is and
haik, tin \ i/or can
iuiuri>ni l" th
onlv h. ii in hie not hai m it. It \\aute«l
mcieh lot a

«•

tii

d.

ti'

<

radically.
4^-fhis Lecture should be in the hands ol

evi ry youth
and every man in tin* land.
to
any address.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope,
postpaid on receipt of six cents, or two post stamps.
Also, l)r. Culverwell’s “Marriage (.uide,’’ price
cents.
Address the 1’ublishers,
Cl I AS. .1.1. KLIM, ft CO.
157 llowery, !Veu Work. Tost Otliee lio\ 4,.>•*«*■

<

-i'

HAIR
nothin1 else

DRESSING,

l».* found m> ileoralde.
neither oil nor dvc, it dor
not soil while
catnhne, nud*yet last*'
hnip on tin* lutir, in nm it a nrh plossy
lustre and a plateful perlmne.

(

can

omnium;.;

TIME TO DEPOSIT.

CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE
RIO
FLOUR, COFFEE
HAVANA
JAFANTKA
“A penny saved i9 a penny earned.”
FORK,
ST. J AGO
OOLONG
BEEF,
made on or before the 1st of any month,
MUSCOVADO
RAISINS
LARD,
will be placed upon interest every month, (except
TOBACCO, SPICKS, SALT, OATS, KISH, &•'.
in May ami November) and totevest computed upon the A lull and complete assortment of Groceries, whieh we
same in June and December.
invite purchasers to call and examine, and we will
make prices satisfactory.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Room, from 0
to 12 A. M., and 2 to4 P.M. Saturdays from 0to 12 A M
WM. B. SWAN,
ASA FAUNCK, Prest.'
JOHN H. QUIMBY, Treus.
A. CUTTER SIBLEY.
til
Belfast, July 1-1,187o.
HB>
Belfast, May 1,1860.
NOW

published, a now edition ot Or
4* 11 w
Olebraleil
lOnwiiy
the radical cure ( without medicine ol
Sl'KUM A'1'OKK1IO-:a, or Seminal Weakness,
Involuntary Seminal Losses, I.mpoti .n<v, Mental ami
Tbyslcal Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc.; al30,* Coxst M 1'IIO.N, l'.iMt.hi'SV, and Firs, induced by
self-indulgence or sexuitl extravagance.
■©<)•• Triee, in a sealed envelope, only (> cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay, clearly
demonstrates from a thirty years’ successful practice,
that the alarming consequences ot self-abuse may be
radically cured without tin* dangerous use of internal
medicine or the application ol the knife; pointing out a
mode ot cure at once simple, certain, ami effectual, by
means of which every sufferer, no matter what his con
dition may be, may cure himself cheaply, privately, and
/

8TE AiflNII 11*

i a iv a k
a l
Capt. T. R. SH IJ I F,
Will commence her regular trips between Bangor and
Boston, leaving Battery wharf Boston, THURSDAY,
APRIL7, 1870, touching'at Belfast, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor. Freight and passengers

GET THE BEST.
s
ii'ct'iiliac Sl.iii
long mid lavor
ihly known to the public. lands peerless and unrivalh d.
It is the heat,'[iiickest, cheapest, tin* most natural, durable, harmless and clbrlual Hair Hyelnthe world, it
colors hair or whisker* Ibovvn <t Dim k instantaneousi)
and gives them a j
b < lv natural appearance, and i- uu
atleiuied with any ,itju;inis elicit.
Kegular pack:
with h ru-h and sponge
ru j. 1. t •*, <mly f l eo.
*.!•(>.
< i< H)1 >\\ 1 N \
.'".It' 11: ill llg :;l-t

A

Is a substitute lor the water closet or common pii\y.
and may he used as a moveable commode, or by appa: .1
tus for fixed closets. Trices, $'.» to $-lo, according to the
kind required. Among its advantages are
1. Complete deodoruation from the moment ol sj
plying to the earth.
The placing within reach of all, m-h and poor, in
town and in the conn fry, a simple means lor pi o\ iding.
in the house, a comfortable private eloset.
One barrel ol earth is sul'.ient lor four month- used b\

or

DAY,

BANGOR &

F o H

111:1)1111'. naiur
they can only he obtained. Iheap good-,
supplied to lYdlcra. tit any price.
lyrh

From whom

tbih a: \iM ES viAtsr;i\

H. S. RICH, will make three trips per week
Leaving Belfast every MONDAY ami WEDNESDAY

and Fill

,

1 >.

v

Jeweler and Optician, i9 Sole Agent for

COUNTRY

commenced the Manufacture ot

TRUNTKLS

MTEAMI'K

_

BUR

S

\ I ,1 ,A 1

■

BELFAST.

V

WM. P.

BOSTON & LOWELL.

>•

AMERICAN HOUSE

fTUIE attention ot persona making investment ot
1 money is called to the above very tlesirat.de se urit\
the Bonds run tor twenty years, at six per cent, inte:
A
the
est in gold, and are secured upon the roadbed
corporation, which costs nearly nine hundred thousand
dollars. The whole amount oi tl.esi bonds to ! i.-ued
is limited to one hundred and tiliy thousand dollars,
each bond bearing a cerlitieate of one of the trustees
that it is a portion <>t tin* said limited amount.
The money markets of the world do not present a
better or safer security.
These bonds are now offered for sale on liberal terms.
\Y. I. COL1U LW Treasurer.
Apply to
17tf
Belfast June 1, 1.S70.

ever

SANFOlll >’S

ot

ate not

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

STKASIKU CITV ()!•' HICllMOXU. having
rpilK
1 been putin complete order the past winter, now
making her regular thrice weekly trips between Porton the Penobscot River and
land and

ISA AC

I.i\«»I Shilling *»,#H in 1
i:
at Simpson's \N luu I, Id ll.ts!. lor-ale cheap hy the
subscriber.
F. 11 II I .KB I M A N.
ltelfn.it May 10, FE
it ii
cargo

—

MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER

Jeweller, BELFAST

the most Distressing cases ol Phthi-de in a few minutes
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly to the Lungs
and air cells, and relief is immediate and certain.

A T

special accommodation.
DU. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment ot all diseases peculiar
to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this country and Europe,) that he excels all other known practieloners in the safe, speedy and effectual treatment ot all

Phthisic l

Phthisic!

WATERPROOFS

TUK

C. HERVEY, Watchmaker and

by

LEW IS’

LADIES.—The celebrated DU. L. DIX
JL particularly invites all I.adies who need a Medical or
Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms, 21 Endicott St.,
Boston, Mass., which they will find arranged ibr their

■

Paper,

Street, Chicago, 111.

11. IF IF
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The Best

Lake

CO.^142

•>

charges

RICHAHDSOX

Scto Iriibfrtiscmcnts

&

**

\o.

—

■

All IVKMKX’l S.

l-’UOSTKl)

NICKEL AN 1 >

YORK.

PENDANT WINDERS AND KEY WINDERS,

HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate.

to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
ot the lile and health of others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their
nostrums, so that the “usual fee" may be obtained lor
professedly curing, or “the dollar,” or fraction ot it,"
maybe obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experiments with quackery.
DU. IMX’S

Hlostoi*

NEW

LANE,

MAIDEN

Kredcrie Atherton «fc « «*.. Marion, N.
luamifaettired by I’nitcd stale?. Watch t o hn<
lOsii, Sicm Winder—hearing Trade-Mark.
srmhds in the entire time.
me from December, lst;s, to January 17th. 1^7<»: il> total variation being only
1- !*• Fin iti:.\di:n, Late Uegister L. s. Treason
New York. Jan. 17, 1s70.
1
I « l>.
L'H< A, IN
f,
\\ itch <
bus been carried by me six months its t
Frederic'
Watch No. il-l—bearing Trade-Mark,
Watch No.
17—bearing Trade-.Mark,
Fayette tal variation from mean film being only eight seeoml
Atherton fiCu.,' manufactur' d by the 1. S. Watch Co.
N. J." manufactured by T. S. Watch
Stratton,
Marion,
er
month.
Ilavo been travelling through different «<
variation
has been carried by me seven months; its total
j
has been carried by me U month-: its total varia- toms ot the
lrom meantime being only six seconds. A. F. DFNNIS, Co
country, from New York to Culvuston. 1t
irom mean time being fifteen secondtion
and
as,
back, by steamer and railroad.
President. N. d. IF IF & T. Co.
K. KICK
|
1. VKOOMAN, Fngineer N. 1 C. & 11. U. K.
of Whitney & Kite, i:«.i
Watcii No. llvia, Stem Winder bearing Trade-Mark,
Broadway, N. S
Watch No. lo:;7 Stem Winder -lu aring Trade-Mark,
Frederic Atheiton & Co., Marion, X. d.,” manufactured
Simu
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•!.
rnumitactmC-.
M
N.
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Frederic Atherton
irioti,
•*(», lacy.
Wai-ii
by United States Watch Co., has been carried by me i1 ed
No. 1171• bearing Trade-Mark, “Fredeii,
by I S. Watch Co., lias been carried bv m -in-'.
11 months; 0 months of that time at sea, and in all the
< o., Marion, N, .1,."
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&
mean
film
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manufactured
l
>
iMi
its total variation Irom
being
Various climate? of F.urope. During that time and since ■Unit',
Watrh Co., has been carried by me the three by
111 > If ^ SM 1111.
mouth*
ly live seconds per month.
my return it has not varied one second per week.
’"fa! varutio
it
from mean tim* being only i second*
Wall Street.
Treas. Panama K. it..
II. FASSINC, Manager Knickerbocker File Insurduring that time II. I»K i.AXH engineer I* Sc K. ll i;.
l
s.
Irad- Mark,
Watch No. luolJ -bearing
ance Co., 101 llroadwav. N. V.
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manufactured by l nite.i
No. ll- -b. iring
Watch Co., Marion, N
I Tic A, N. V., Feb. 15, 1S70.
Trade-Mark, ‘‘Frederh
Atherton \
Watch Co., li is been carried by me tiv. monthStates
Marion, N. -C, manufactured by I .s
Watch No. laics, Stem Winder—bearing T- 'de-Mark,
Watch (
l:;t- been carri* 1 bv me eleven
variation from mean time being onlv t.welv,
it-<
total
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“Frederic Ath »rton & Co., Marion, N. d.," manufactur<1F<>. MA IS, Ceueral Fu>tcrn l’a. wnger fot.' variation from mean time being only m veil steomled by U. S. \\ afeh Co., has been carried by me twenty seconds.
in fin-i-ntire time.
,\
Wabash & Western Kaiiway.
M. KIN.,.
Toldo,
i*urk
IMace
Agent,
N ’i
months; its total variation from meantime being live |
WAini No. l.W -bearing trade-Mark, ‘‘Frederic vico-lTt;s t KlaMi. < >m Si>riug L'o., N. J. Cur’siiiu'i
/. C. l’KI FST,
seconds per m< nth.
S. 1 and K. Co.
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IB^PYVaicir
l>oi*n carried by

BUT ALL QUACKS AUK NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known

Eadirott

CO.,
1 Nl) ■J0BBERS

Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in various
ways tnrougnout tne lunu; uut.amsj nothing is sum ot
ttie balance, some of whom die, others grow worse ami
are lett to linger and sudor for months or years, until relieved or cured, it posssible, by competent physicians.

Xo. 21

Sc

v

curing

female complaints.
liis medicines are prepared with the express purpose
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargements ot the womb, also all
discharges which llow from a morbid state ol the blood.
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the
female sex, and they are respectfully invited to call at

COMPANY,

J.

and accurately adjured to J/xtl, f <•/./ anil Position ; aud
In
The finer grades all h aving three pairs ioiiitwil Pivot#. Cap
all, «
iii tin* cheapest grades, Inc
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OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing
no other remedy, he relies upon Mercury and gives it
to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &e., so the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts,
Specific, Antidote, &c., both relying upon its effects in
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Endicott St. Boston, Mass.
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false certificates and references, ami recommend
ations of their medicines by the. dead, who cannot expose
or contradict them ; or who. besides, to furl her their impositions, copy from medical books, much that is written
of the qualities and effects of different herbs and plants
and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
&c., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,” but now
known to
kill more than is cured,” and those not
killed, constitutionally injured for life,

insure an answer.
Address Dr. L.Dtx,No. 21
Boston Jan. 1 1870—1 yr
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Communications sacredly
Confidential, and all may roly on him with the strictest
secrecy and contidence, whatever may be the disease, con
dition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of t.u
United States,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to
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